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Albedo and Shape Determination of Orbital Debris. M.A. Baugh1 , K. S. Jarvis2, T. L. Thumm2, M. J. Matney3, 
and E. G. Stansbery3. 1TCU Box 291332, Fort Worth, TX 76129 m.a.baugh2@tcu.edu. 2Lockheed Martin Space Operations. 2400 NASA Rd 1, CJ04, 

Houston, TX, 77058 USA. ka11dy.s.iarvisl@isc.nasa gov tracy.l.th11mml@isc.nasa.gov 1/SC-NASA Houston, Texas 77058 USA mark.m.matneyl@iscnasa.gov 

,uvene.g.stansberyJ@isc.na rn. gov 

Introduction: Orbital space debris is a problem 
for all nations because of the threat it can pose to satel-
lites, spacecraft and other objects in orbit around the 
Earth. In order to assess potential threats and minimize 
them in the future, the environment must first be under-
stood. In 1996, the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) began optical characterization 
of the size, altitude, and inclination of the debris envi-
ronment using the Liquid Mirror Telescope (LMT) in 
Cloudcroft, New Mexico. Several hundred hours of 
data were collected prior to December of 2001 when 
the LMT was shut down and dismantled. Reduction of 
these data showed that a goodly number of debris ob-
jects tumbled. Optically, some debris "flash" (increase 
in optical magnitude) due to light reflecting off differ-
ent parts of the debris while the debris rotate around 
one or more axes (tumbling). This study will look at 
tumbling orbital debris objects and the data derived 
potentially will be used as an aid for shape determina-
tion and albedo mapping. 

Background: Although a portion of orbital debris 
does originate from comets, asteroids, and meteors, the 
main source of debris is man-made. Ever since 1957, 
starting with Sputnik, humans have launched satellites 
and spacecraft into orbit. Defunct satellites, spent 
rocket bodies, debris from launching vehicles, and de-
bris produced from collisions of a combination of the 
above mentioned all pose a threat to working satellites 
and spacecraft such as the Shuttle. The United States 
Space Surveillance Network (SSN) catalogs and tracks 
orbits on over six thousand objects that are above ten 
centimeters in size and in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Of 
this population, only - 7% are active [ 1]. Besides the 
LMT, other methods are used to determine the popula-
tion of orbital debris. The Haystack/LRIR (Long Range 
Imaging Radar) and HAX radar are used to statistically 
sample smaller sizes. The data from these radar obser-
vations have shown that there are 130,000 orbital de-
bris objects with sizes ranging from one to ten centime-
ters in diameter (2). Risk of collision grows with every 
new piece of orbital debris. The kinetic energy of a 
solid one centimeter aluminum sphere traveling at a an 
orbital velocity of ten kilometers per second is equiva-
lent to a four hundred pound safe traveling at sixty 
miles per hour (3). 

Data Collection: The data used for this study was 
collected using the LMT in Cloudcroft, New Mexico. 
The LMT was a zenith staring, three-meter aperture, 
liquid mirror telescope (1). The primary parabolic mir-

ror was dish of mercury. As the dish spins, the mercury 
on the dish spins as well, spreading out over the dish to 
create a reflective surface. The dish spins at ten revolu-
tions per minute and forms an f/1.7 primary mirror (2). 
The data is collected from the telescope using an inten-
sified video camera that is mounted on the prime focus. 
The field of view (fov) is roughly 0.26 degrees. A sub-
set of the data was culled from the archived LMT data 
from fiscal years 1999-2001. This subset consisted 
only of flashing objects tracked by USSPACECOM, 
and then this set was further culled to identify those 
objects still thought to be intact (such as a defunct sat-
ellite or spent rocket body). For this study, fourteen 
correlated flashing objects were chosen; three of them 
were debris and the rest were intact. Two non-flashing 
objects were also chosen for comparison. 

Data Reduction: When reducing data from the 
LMT, the data videotapes are transferred into the com-
puter using a transfer program. A detector program 
called STREAK is then run and saves any frames of 
video that contain a "detected object." Then the data is 
reduced by using an in-house program called Re-
view22. Review22 is an interactive program which 
allows the user to decided whether or not a "detected 
object" is a piece of debris, noise, or a meteor. When 
the user identifies a piece of debris, photometry is per-
formed on that object. The frame in which the object is 
at its brightest is used when calculating the absolute 
visual magnitude, inclination, and altitude of the ob-
ject. For this study, though, photometry was performed 
on all frames that the object was in the fov except when 
the object took more than one hundred frames to cross 
the fov (in that case, photometry was only performed 
on one hundred frames). The Universal Time (UT), 
absolute visual magnitude, average, minimum, maxi-
mum, stardard deviation, altitude, inclination, tape 
time, instrument magnitude, and sidereal time were 
recorded for each frame. The magnitude, right ascen-
sion, and declination of the standard stars were also 
recorded. These numbers were then imported into Ex-
cel where the UT was graphed against the absolute 
visual magnitude to create the light curve of the object. 
The light curve is a good indicator of the rotational 
period of the object, but there were times when the 
rotational period was not readily distinguishable. In 
order to view the data from a different vantage point in 
hopes of identifying a rotational period, power spec-
trums or "periodigrams" were constructed for each 
object. Power spectrums are a good tool to use when a 
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rotational period is not easily seen and, in many cases, 
they can allow for identification of primary and secon-
dary frequencies and the contribution of each one. 
These power spectrums were produced using a Fortran 
77 Fourier analysis program found in Numerical Reci-
pes [ 4]. To aid in clarification of the standard level of 
noise seen in the datasets, photometry was performed 
on two non-flashin ob·ects. 
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Figure 1. Light Curve of a rocket body. The dips show an increase in 
bri htness. 

Frequency (hertz) 

Figure 2. Power spectrum of a rocket body from Fig. I. The first 
peak is the primary frequency and the second peak is the secondary 
frequency. The secondary frequency seems to be contributing more 
than the primary. 

Results: Program. After analysis of the data, as-
pects of the program, Review22, came into question. 
When performing photometry on an object, the user 
picks the starting and ending frames of the time the 
object is in the fov. The program is suppose to calcu-
late the average, minimum, and maximum magnitude 
values of all the frames between the starting and ending 
frames. For typical LMT data reduction, this is per-
formed on only one frame, the one in which the object 
is considered to be at its brightest. In this study, 
though, photometry was performed on a series of 
frames for the same object. If the understanding of the 
methodology of the program is correct, then plotting 
the average, minimum, and maximum should produce 
straight lines, which it does not (Fig. 3). The ramifica-
tions of this new information are not yet certain. Previ-
ous studies of the code have not been as in depth and 
the periodic spot checks that were performed in the 
past were thought to be sufficient. These results and the 

code will both need to be studied further to see if the 
LMT data set has been compromised. This study 
showed that in most cases, the brightest maximum and 
the brightest absolute visual magnitude are roughly 
equal. Previous analysis of LMT data has always relied 
upon the absolute visual magnitude. This implies that 
there is no uestion in the veracit of the LMT data. 
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Figure 3. This shows the average (squares), the maximum (circles), 
and the minimum (triangles). They should form a straight line. 

Altitude. Almost all of the flashing objects found in 
LEO are debris. For this study, the goal was to obtain a 
photometric analysis of intact LEO objects as opposed 
to debris. Of all the flashing, correlated objects found 
in the LMT data set, ~ 75% were LEO objects. Of this, 
only 11 % were intact objects. Of those objects in orbits 
above LEO, 39% were intacts. This indicates that the 
population of flashing, correlated objects in LEO are 
predominantly debris. Higher orbits though, tend to 
have more intacts. This is in agreement with current 
data that says there tends to be more debris in LEO 
than higher orbits. This is due to an initial higher popu-
lation of satellites and other spacecraft in LEO. It was 
also found that objects that are at a higher altitude than 
LEO are better data for this study. Lower altitude ob-
jects cross the fov in a short amount of time, in this 
case, about twenty frames. Full rotational cycles might 
not be seen because of this limitation. The data set 
might also be incomplete for a few reasons. If any ob-
ject has a rotation rate slow enough that only a small 
fraction of the change in magnitude is seen, it may not 
be correctly identified as a tumbling object. If the ob-
ject has the same reflectivity at most orientations, visu-
ally the object may not appear to flash. 
Non-flashers. As a comparison study, photometry was 
performed on two non-flashing intact objects that were 
similar in shape to the flashing objects. Theoretically, 
the light curves of these two objects should be a 
straight line with slight variation in the magnitudes 
(error is expected to be a half magnitude or less). The 
data shows a difference of 1.75 magnitudes, a larger 
than expected variation. It is a possibility that this ob-
ject could be a slow rotator with increases in brightness 
that are not visible to the naked eye. Alternately this 



could mean that there is a problem with the program 
that will have to be studied. There are several instances 
in which the object passes over a background star, but 
some of these instances do not correspond to changes 
in ma nitude. 
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Figure 4. A non-flashing intact object. Brightness variations could 
be real or products of the program. 

Power Spectrum. The power spectrum can be used to 
sort out rotation rates from data when it is not easily 
seen in the light curve (this has been used successfully 
on stars). Power spectrums can give an idea of what the 
structure and rotation cycles are akin to. Some of the 
power spectrums showed that the objects had one or 
more frequencies at which they rotated. Others showed 
that the object had a very complicated rotational cycle 
and or structure. 
Albedo Mapping. The mean diameter, which is derived 
from the mean radar cross-section (res) values, plotted 
against the mean absolute magnitude roughly fit the 
albedo model. Flashing objects have an increased 
probability of showing specular reflection; the current 
model does not account for the frequency of specular 
reflections[5]. It is unknown how common specular 
reflection may be. These data seem to lie within the 
bounds of the model and no specular reflections were 
readily identifiable, but it will be studied further. When 
compared with the actual data, the model will tend to 
overestimate the size of flashing intact objects. Three 
of the objects on which data were collected are debris; 
they fall at the outer range of the model data set. This 
model, when compared against the data from this 
study, will tend to underestimate the size for flashing 
debris objects. This model might not be as representa-
tive of debris as hoped, but with only three pieces of 
flashing debris thus far studied, the statistics are low 
and no firm conclusions can yet be drawn. This data set 
can be used in the future as a database to compare fu-
ture albedo distribution models, the next step needed 
for correlating radar and optical observations of debris. 
Shape Determination. At the outset, it was not known 
if shape determination based upon light curves was 
possible for orbital debris. The results show that this 
method falls short. In analyzing the data, a comparison 
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was made with the long term CDT data that is accumu-
lated over a year. Similar features in the light curves 
could not be seen. The CDT data is collected through-
out the year and sees orbital debris at different orienta-
tions, which should produce a fabricated tumbling ef-
fect. Having non-comparable data between the LMT 
and CDT might be due to an insufficient LMT data set. 
Only thirteen correlated flashing objects were used 
from the LMT data set; the CDT data set has 65 ob-
jects. When the light curves of objects that are of the 
same type within the LMT data were compared, differ-
ences were seen. Multi-axis tumbling may prevent the 
development of a consistent light curve for same-type 
objects. An understanding has to be developed of the 
variations and relationships of shapes and light curves. 
Asteroid shape modeling has been done using light 
curves and radar cross-sections (res). A complex mod-
eling program might be needed to generate light curves 
of simple objects such as cylinders, spheres, boxes, and 
rectangles all rotating with different orientations on 
multiple axes. There needs to be a larger database of 
intact tumbling objects to glean a better concept of 
shape. 

Conclusions: This study allowed us to gather a 
database for flashing objects, which will be a good 
comparison to future albedo distribution models. We 
have an idea of the behavior of the rotation periods for 
14 tumbling objects. The rotational behavior of irregu-
lar shaped objects or objects that exhibit multi-axis 
rotation are complex and therefore a simple rotation 
rate cannot be deduced without more complex models. 
Tumbling objects of the same shape exhibit variations 
in light curves. Simple light curve models will not be 
adequate for shape determination. A laboratory data-
base of light curves and shapes is needed to aid in fu-
ture shape determination. This study showed a bigger 
database of correlated, flashing objects must be ob-
tained in order to compare more light curves. There 
also needs to be a better understanding of how rotating 
objects of different shapes affect light curves. The re-
sults of this study have also raised some questions per-
taining to the validity of previously reduced data and 
the code used to reduce the data. Further inquiry into 
the code itself will have to be conducted in order to 
gain an understanding of how the program computes 
the numbers. 

References: [l] Jarvis K.S. et al. (2002) JSC-29713. [2) Jarvis 
K.S. et al. (2002) LMT Observation of the LEO Orbital Debris Envi-
ronment. [3] Africano J.A. et al. (1999) JSC-28826. [4] Press W.A. 
et al. (1996) Numerical Recipes in Fortran 77, 569-573. [5] Kessler 
D.J. and Jarvis K.S. (2003) PEDASI-Bl.4-0023-02. 
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Sulfide Stability of Planetary Basalts. C. M Caiazza1, K. Righter2, E. K. Gibson Jr.3, 1 Hobart and William Smith 
Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456; email: caiazz.a@hws.edu, 2 NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058; email: 
Kevin.righter-l@nasa.gov, 3NASA JSC, Houston, TX 77058; email: everett.k.gibson@nasa.gov 

Introduction: The isotopic system, 187Re- 1870s, can 
be used to determine the role of crust and mantle in 
magma genesis. In order to apply the system to natural 
samples, we must have a good understanding of 
variations in concentrations of Re and Os. It is thought 
that low Os and Re concentrations in basalts can be 
attributed to sulfide saturation, as Re behaves 
incompatibly to high degrees of evolution until sulfide 
saturation occurs [I]. In order to study this theory and 
use it to identify the conditions of rock formation, it is 
important to be able to identify first whether or not a 
rock is saturated or under-saturated with sulfide. 

Previous work has shown that lunar basalts 
are sulfide under-saturated, and mid-ocean ridge, 
ocean island and Martian (shergottites) basalts are 
sulfide saturated. However, little is known about 
sulfide saturation within arc basalts. 

In this study, basaltic rocks were analyzed 
from various locations across the Trans-Mexican 
Volcanic Belt (figure 1). These basalts evolved from a 
volcanic arc produced by the subduction of the Rivera 
and Cocos Plates beneath the North American Plate. 
The resulting East to West-trending belt has produced 
thousands of cinder and lava cones, and shield 
volcanoes. These samples were analyzed directly for 
sulfur abundances. In addition, temperature, oxygen 
fugacity and sulfur fugacity were calculated using 
published and new bulk and mineral composition data 
[5]. All of this information was then studied in order to 
better understand sulfide saturation and thus, the 
behavior of Re and Os during arc magma evolution. 
Future plans include making a comparison between 
sulfur contents of planetary basalt suites, including 
lunar basalts, shergottites, and oceanic basalts. 

Experimental: 
Sulfur concentrations were determined using 

a LECO IR-32 total sulfur analyzer (figure 2). 
Approximately 0.3 grams of each sample, along with 
V20s and low sulfur accelerator reagents (Fe), were 
placed in a crucible and burned in the presence of 
oxygen within the analyzer. These conditions allowed 
sulfur/sulfide in the basalt to release in the form of S02 
gas. The S02 released during this process was 
measured by an infrared Luft-cell detector, which 
relates intensity of absorption corresponding to sulfur 
abundances. Figure 3 shows a working curve for sulfur 
standards that must be constructed before unknown 
samples are run. 

Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt 

Figure 1. Map of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt. 
Samples were collected from the area shaded in green. 

ru IR 
Source Source 

Figure 2. Schematic of the LECO IR-32 Sulfur 
Analyzer used to determine S concentrations of 
basalts. Each sample burns in the presence of 0 2, 
releasing S02, which is then read by the IR-cell 
detector and correlated to S concentrations. 
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Figure 3. Working curve of S standards that must be 
plotted prior to sample analyses. Once a line has been 
fitted to the number of counts read by the cell detector 
vs. the concentration of S, the graph is used to 
determine S concentrations within samples. 

Thin sections were then made in order to 
further analyze these samples. Each basalt was broken 
and set in epoxy before sliced with a rock saw and/ or 
grinder. To create a polished surface conducive to 
microscopy, samples were polished using a series of 
abrasive sheets from 300 to 1 µm. Lastly, the samples 
were placed in a carbon-coater to apply a thin sheet of 
carbon, necessary for probe analyses. 

Bulk compositions, including Fe2O3"FeO 
ratios, were determined previously by Righter et al. 
(2002) [5) and references therein. Back-scattered 
electron images were obtained for olivine phenocrysts, 
melt inclusions, spinels, and sulfides using a scanning 
electron microprobe (SEM). Lastly, selected olivines 
and spinels were analyzed using the electron 
microprobe. 

Results: 
According to sulfur analyses, the basaltic 

samples have S abundances ranging from 60 ppm to 
1190 ppm. Figure 4 is a graph of calculated vs. 
measured sulfur concentrations. The samples closest to 
the 1: I line are sulfide saturated, while those further 
from the line are sulfide under-saturated. 

It might be suspected that there is a 
dependence of sulfide saturation on FeO abundances. 
However, no correlation exists between S and FeO 
contents on a suite-to-suite basis. Therefore, all the 
samples within separate rock suites were not saturated 
(Figure 5). 

Forsterite (Fo) contents of selected olivines 
were also calculated and determined to be between 
70% and 80%. The spinels were then analyzed for 

Cr2O3 concentrations and range from 4 to 45 weight 
percent 
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Figure 4. Calculated vs. measured S concentrations 
have been plotted in order to determine sulfide 
saturation. Those samples closest to the fitted line are 
sulfide saturated, while those further from the line are 
sulfide under-saturated. Note that two samples plot off 
the figure to the right. 
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Figure 5. Plot of S concentrations vs. FeO abundances. 
Note that no correlation exists between the two 
parameters and therefore there is no dependence of S 
onFeO. 

Discussion and Conclusions: 

Sulfide Saturation 
A main focus of this study was to answer the 

question of whether or not these arc-basalts are 
saturated or under-saturated with sulfide. This requires 
knowledge of temperature, oxygen and sulfur 
fugacities, as well as composition, because these are 
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the variables that directly affect the occurrence of 
sulfide saturation during differentiation [2]. Wallace 
and Carmichael (1992) express this relationship with 
the following equation: 

In Xs = a In fS2 - b In f02 + c 1n XFeo + d IT 
+ e+ I(Xi, 

where Xs is the mole fraction of dissolved S; a, b, c 
and ( are constants; and the summation is over melt 
components, i [3]. 

Sulfur dissolves in a liquid by r~lacing the 
oxygen and becoming attached to the Fe+ inFeO-
bearing silicate melts (3] . The ferrous iron content is 
the most important compositional control on the 
solubility of sulfur [4] and saturation cannot occur 
without the appropriate sulfur fugacity at a given 
temperature [2]. Therefore, sulfur abundances, iron 
content, and sulfur fugacity can be studied directly in 
order to understand sulfide saturation within basaltic 
suites. 

The liquidus temperature of these basalts was 
calculated using an equation from Jones (2003), which 
relates temperature to the magnesia content of a 
sample present at that temperature [6]. 

T (0 C) = 948.5 + 48.59 Mg0-2.771 (Mg0)2 + 0.0882 
(Mg0)3 

Oxygen fugacity, or the oxygen pressure at 
which the magma equilibrated, was determined using 
equation 7 from Kress and Cannichael (1991). This 
equation correlates the FeiOPeO ratio of a silicate 
liquid as a function of composition, temperature, 
oxygen fugacity and pressure (1 bar) [7]. Fe2OPeO 
ratios were either measured or estimated from olivine-
liquid equilibriums. 

Calculations of sulfur fugacity were then 
obtained from the following set of equations: 

6FeS + 40i = 2Fe3O4 + 3Si 

L\G = -RTlnK = -RTln [(a Fe304)2(:fS2)3]/[(aFes>6(f02)4] 

Gibbs free energy data for Fe3O4 and FeS were taken 
from Robie et al. (1978) [8], and temperature and 
oxygen fugacity were calculated as explained above. 
Here, the activity of FeS was assumed to equal one, 
and the activity of Fe3O4 in the spinel was calculated 
after Sack and Ghiorso (1991) [9]. 

Using the temperature, f02, fS2, and 
composition for each basalt, sulfur contents were 
calculated for the condition of sulfide saturation. 

The majority of the basaltic samples are 
sulfide under-saturated (figure 4). However, six 
samples remain relatively close to the line of sulfide 
saturation. There are several possibilities that may 
explain each set of formation scenarios. 

In the first case, rocks forming within a 
magma chamber may begin as sulfide saturated. As 
they ascend into the volcano and erupt onto the 
surface, they act as primitive samples, preserving S 
contents consistent with sulfide saturation. 

In another scenario, the basalts begin as 
sulfide saturated, but as they sit within the magma 
chamber, sulfur is lost through degassing. Once they 
erupt onto the surface, the samples no longer have the 
original sulfur compositions, and therefore appear to 
be sulfide under-saturated. 

A last possibility to be considered is that the 
basalts were never saturated with sulfide to begin with. 
Whether degassing occurred at any stage or not would 
not have made a difference if they were never 
saturated. They would still remain under-saturated 
once collected from the surface. This last scenario is 
one to keep in mind when studying lunar and Martian 
basalts. Martian basalts appear to be sulfide saturated, 
yet lunar basalts are sulfide under-saturated. The lunar 
basalts may have lower S contents due to either 
degassing events or simply a lunar mantle with lower S 
contents, causing under-saturation. 

Correlations with Re and Os 
Preliminary assessment indicates a connection 

between Re content and sulfide saturation or under-
saturation in the San Martin Tuxtla series. However, a 
detailed study of Re, Os, and S in all basaltic samples 
awaits further analysis. 
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Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences, 26, 
423-500. [2] Li C. and Naldrett A.J. (1993) Economic 
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D.R., Roeder P.L. and Skinner B.J. (1974) Economic 
Geology, 69, 451-467. [5] RighterK., Chesley J.T. and 
Ruiz J. (2002) Geology, 30, 619-622. [6] Jones J.H. 
(2003) Lunar and Planetary Science, XXITv, 1130 [7] 
Kress V.C. and Cannichael I.S.E. (1991) Contributions 
to Mineralogy and Petrology, 108, 82-92. [8] Robie 
RA., Hemingway, B.S., and Fisher, J.R. (1978) US 
Geological Survey Bulletin, 1452. [9] Sack, RO. and 
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THE OLYMPUS MONS AUREOLE DEPOSITS: CONSTRAINTS ON EMPLACEMENT SCENARIOS 
BASED ON REMOTELY SENSED DATA 

Donielle Chittenden 
School of Ocean, Earth Science and Technology, University ofHawai'i at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 

Advisor: Patrick J. McGovern· Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston, TX 

Introduction: Olympus Mons is one of the most 
extensively studied planetary volcanoes due to its vast 
overall size and unique physical characteristics. Lo-
cated on the Tharsis Plateau of Mars, the volcano is 
centered at approximately 18.5''N, 227°E, and is almost 
25 km tall and 600 km in diameter. Surrounding the 
base of the volcano are four main aureole lobes, which 
are characterized by a hummocky terrain of several 
ridges, deep troughs and grabens [1]. Detectable in 
both MOC (Mars Orbital Camera) and Viking data, 
these aureole lobes have an overall lobate form and 
extend radially from the edifice, up to a distance of 
750 km, in the NE, N, NW, and W directions [2] (Fig-
ure I). Another significant feature of this volcano is 
the scarp that encircles the base, which acts as an 
abrupt margin between the edifice and aureole depos-
its. This basal escarpment truncates the edifice at ap-
proximately 300 km from the caldera, and ranges in 
height from 2 to IO kilometers. 

210· 215' 220· 225' 230" 235' 

Figure 1- Olym-
pus Mons and the 
aureole deposits; 
black boxes 
indicate MOC 
image overlays; 
the 4 aureole 
lobes are indi-
cated by their 
corresponding 
directions 

Recent high-:resolution MOC images and MOLA 
(Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter) data enable detailed 
research of smaller surface features on and around the 
edifice to gain a better understanding of the volcano's 
formation processes. The focus of this project is to 
analyze the physical surface features of Olympus 
Mons through remote sensing techniques and deter-
mine their exact locations, noting any patterns, around 
Olympus Mons. This data will aid in constraining 
emplacement scenarios for the aureole deposits as well 
as suggesting possible origins for the basal escarpment. 

Aureole Formation Mechanisms: The formation 
mechanism of the Olympus Mons aureole lobes is one 
of the outstanding puzzles of Mars science. The most 
viable scenarios fall broadly into two categories: fail-
ure of the Olympus Mons flank (the "mass movement" 
category) or flow of locally derived volcanic products 
(termed "in-situ volcanism"). 

Mass Movement: Mechanisms in this category re-
quire that material from the flanks of the Olympus 
Mons edifice be transported to its current location in 
the aureole. Such movement may be either catastro-
phic (several hours timescale: see I, 2, 3), analogous to 
large rapidly emplaced landslides off the flanks of 
Hawaiian volcanoes [ e.g., 4, 5], or slow (several thou-
sand year timescale: see 6, 7), comparable to a thrust-
sheet mountain building event. Both subgroups of 
mass movement scenarios require some sort of weak 
layer at the volcano's base to facilitate flank movement 
and failure. Water likely plays an important weakening 
role, either as an over-pressurized pore fluid, which 
facilitates seismic slip [I, 2, 3], or in solid form as a 
creep-enhancing basal ice layer [7]. 

In-situ Volcanism: Under this sort of scenario, vol-
canic products erupted from vents located within the 
aureole lobes produce the material that makes up the 
aureole ridges and blocks. In order to explain thor-
oughness of the aureole, pyroclastic rather than effu-
sive flows are usually invoked [8, 9]. 

Methodology: High-resolution images from MOC 
and topographic data from MOLA, both aboard the 
Mars Global Surveyor, provide adequate coverage of 
the Olympus Mons volcano and its aureole deposits. 
The MOC images collected for this project were from 
the group E0I-E06 (February 2001- July 2001), in the 
Amazonis, Tharsis and Diacria quadrangles. The nar-
row-angle images had a spatial resolution range of 3-7 
m/pixel, and almost all were accompanied by wide-
angle context images of lower spatial resolutions. We 
collected 87 MOC narrow-angle images (Figure 1) and 
organized them into three groups: edifice, scarp, and 
beyond scarp (aureoles and plains) section. Through 
XV software, we analyzed the images by noting fea-
tures that suggested previous volcanic, fluvial, or tec-
tonic events (Table 1 ). 

With the USGS software ISIS (Integrated Software 
for Imagers and Spectrometers), we were overlaid grid 
lines on the images at 1/16-degree intervals. We re-
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corded the coordinates of the centers of the grid boxes 
and assembled a MATLAB database listing the spe-
cific surface features located inside each box. Using 
the GMT (General Mapping Tools) software package, 
we generated map-view images of Olympus Mons and 
the multiple locations of 19 selected features. From a 
MOLA topography grid of the same resolution (1/16-
degrees), we extracted the elevation and slope angles 
of all the grid boxes. For each feature, we created his-
tograms to display their distributions of elevations and 
slopes. 

Table I-The 19 selected features and number of 1/16 x 1/16-
degree grid boxes that contained those features. There were a 
total of 1685 grid boxes overlain on the MOC images. 
*Indicate features that possibly resulted from past volcanic, 
tectonic or fluvial events ' 

lli'eature Tvne Number of Roxes 
Volcanic Flows 407 
Leveed Flows• 141 
Lobate Flows• 160 
Scam 74 
Aureole Blocks 218 
Aureole Rid11es 192 
Other Rid2es 414 
Laverin2 95 
Faults* 19 
Grabens* 38 
Comnressional Features 14 
Terraces* 59 
Channel~• 176 
Meanderin2 Channels* 21 
Teardroo-Shaoed Islands* 20 
Dunes* 551 
Dark Slone Streaks 316 
Liaht Slone Streaks 43 
Curvilinear Grooves 34 

Results: Of the 19 features considered, we will 
discuss those most likely to resolve the differences 
between the two classes of fonnation mechanisms (see 
features with an asterisk in Table I). These features 
imply either previous volcanic, tectonic, or fluvial ac-
tivity. Table 2 displays the median elevations, median 
slopes, and common slope ranges of the noted features. 

With regard to flows of effusive lava, the data indi-
cate that leveed flows are more common on the edifice 
and scarp than in the surrounding low lands, whereas 
flows with lobate margins occur with comparable fre-
quency in the lowlands and on the edifice. Further-
more, leveed flows tend to occur on more steeply 
sloped terrain than lobate ones (Table 2 and Figure 2). 

The number of faults and grabens varies in all three 
areas, but the majority of them exist within the aureole 
deposits. Grabens have a circumferential orientation 
on the edifice, but extend radially from the edifice in 
the aureole deposits. 

Table 2- Summary ~fmedian topography, median slopes, and peak 
slope ranges of specific features; also includes number of grid 
boxes containing features in the edifice (E), scarp (S), and aureole 
and olains section (A/P) 

Feature Elevation Slope Slope Range 
Tvne 'km\ 'deo\ fdeo) E s A/P 
Leveed Flows +8 4 0-2 87 44 IO 
Lobate Flows 0 2 0-2 69 30 61 
Faults -1 6 6 6 I IO 
'Grabens -2.5 3.2 0-5 2 0 14 

Terraces -2.5 3.6 0-2.5 5 2 52 
Channels -2 2 0-2 15 13 148 
Teardrop-shaped 
Islands -3 2 0-2 0 1 IQ 
Dunes -2.5 3 0-5 0 38 513 
Total Grid Boxes 297 253 1135 

Leveed and Lobate Flows vs. Slope 

Slopa(deg) 

---Leveed Flows 

• • -· • 'Labate Flows 

Figure 2- A comparison between the slopes of leveed flows and 
the slopes of lo bate flows 

We found terraces at numerous locations along the 
northern edges of the NW and N aureoles, as well as in 
the central parts of the W aureole. These features are 
situated on, and usually encircle, many aureole ridges 
(Figure 3). 

Channels found within the data set are steep-sided 
linear or sinuous, and sometimes exhibit layerin~ 
along the internal walls (Figure 3). We found them 
located along the northern edge of the NW and W 
aureoles, near the north and northwest sections of the 
scarp, and on the north flank. A few are also in the 
central parts of the W and NW aureoles. In general, 
channels occur near terraced features around Olympus 
Mons, although the converse is not always true. 

We consider teardrop-shaped islands to be impor-
tant features for this study because of their close asso-
ciation with terrestrial fluvial activity (Figure 3). Near 
Olympus Mons, teardrop-shaped islands are located in 
the W aureole, and also coincide with the location of 



terraces in that area. They do not, however, accom-
pany terraces found in the other aureole deposits. 

Dunes, which are associated with either eolian ero-
sion or fluvial activity on Earth, are common along the 
NW scarp of Olympus Mons, as well as in the N, NW, 
and W aureoles. No dunes, however, are located in 
areas above 6 km in elevation; also their quantities 
greatly diminish on slopes greater than 15 degrees. 
Although they are in many places, dunes consistently 
appear near terraces, channels, and teardrop-shaped 
islands. 

Figure 3-A: Grabens oriented NW-SE; B: Teardrop-
shaped islands; C: Terraces; D: Channel with layer-
ing; illumination is from lower left comers of all 
images and scale-bar is accurate for all images. 

Discussion: ,,The distribution of leveed flows has 
important implications for aureole formation scenarios. 
Several MOC images not included in this study show 
aureole blocks with what appear to be remnants of 
leveed flows on their surfaces [10). The levees termi-
nate at block edges, indicating that they predate the 
block-producing process. Our data indicate that leveed 
flows preferentially occur on moderately-sloped sur-
faces (2-6 degrees), such as those of the Olympus 
Mons edifice (see Table 2 and Figure 2). Thus, the 
leveed flow remnants link aureole blocks directly to 
the flanks of Olympus Mons, providing strong support 
for the mass-movement mechanism of aureole forma-
tion. 

In contrast to the remnant leveed flows described 
above, features consistent with ongoing effusive vol-
canic activity ( e.g., intact flow features such as levees, 
skylights, or lobate flows) are generally scarce in the 
region surrounding the Olympus Mons edifice. Those 
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that exist are generally close to the edifice and scarp, 
rather than the aureole deposits suggesting it is 
unlikely that effusive volcanism [11) contributed to 
formation of the aureoles. 

Features that indicate flu vial activity ( e.g., chan-
nels, terraces, and teardrop-shaped islands) generally 
occur in the lowlands surrounding Olympus Mons 
(Table 2). Furthermore, they tend to occur near the 
margins of aureole lobes rather than their interiors. The 
latter observation is consistent with the existence of 
over-pressurized pore fluid at the base of aureole lobes 
that enabled part of the Olympus Mons flank to fail; 
some such fluid would tend to be expelled from the 
margin of the resulting deposit. The flu vial activity 
could also be explained by magmatic heating of 
groundwater or ground ice. While localized volcanism 
within the aureole lobes could produce liquid water, 
such fluid should be present throughout the lobe, in-
stead of at the margins where it is observed. A third 
possibility is that the water at least in part originates 
elsewhere, possibly from hydro-magmatic interactions 
high on the Tharsis rise or southwest of the Olympus 
Mons edifice [12). 

Conclusion: This study has allowed us ' to docu-
ment the patterns and exact locations of several surface 
features on Olympus Mons and its aureole deposits. 
The results of the data favor the mass movement 
mechanism for aureole development, future projects 
will benefit from better sampling of the interiors of the 
aureole lobes or detailed research of the surface fea-
tures. A closer study on a single feature, for instance, 
may reveal unique topographic, slope, or environ-
mental criteria required for its development. Contin-
ued research on the physical features of Olympus 
Mons through remote sensing will provide a more 
comprehensive understanding of its geological history 
and of the volcanic processes on Mars. 
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9928. [2] Lopes et al. (1980) The Moon and the Plan-
ets, 22, 221-234. [5- 3) McGovern, P.J., and S.C. Solo-
mon (1993) JGR, 98, 23553-23579. [4] Moore et al. 
(1989) JGR, 94, 17465-17484. [5] Borgia et al. (1990) 
JGR, 95, 14357-14382. [6] P. W. Francis and G. 
Wadge JGR, 88, 9333, 1983, [7] K. L. Tanaka, Icarus, 
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1178. [9] E. C. Morris and K. L. Tanaka, USGS map 
1-2327, 1994. [10) McGovern et al., manuscript in 
preparation, 2003. [11) E.C. Morris and S.E. Dwornik, 
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AQUEOUS ALTERATION MINERALOGY IN CM CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES 
Jun Chokai1 and Michael Zolensky2 
1 Earth and Planetary Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033 Japan 
2 SN2, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 77058 USA 

Introduction: 
Iron-nickel sulfides are found in most or 

all solar system environments, and are probably 
the only minerals found in all extraterrestrial 
materials on hand. Despite the ubiquity, they 
have not received the attention they deserve. The 
most common Fe-Ni sulfides in chondrites are 
troilite (FeS), pyrrhotite (Fe1-xS) and pentlandite 
(Fe,Ni)9Ss. 

Troilite is believed to have resulted 
from sulfidation of metal (Fe-Ni) grains in an 
H2S-containing environment. Pyrrhotite is 
produced when friable troilite grains, which are 
exfoliated from the metal nucleus, are submitted 
to continued sulfidation [l]. Some asteroids are 
known to have experienced aqueous alteration, 
forming products including new generation s of 
sulfides (pyrrhotite and pentlandite). Pentlandite 
in particular is known to form during such 
alteration (1). However, experimental work by 
Lauretta has indicated that pentlandite may also 
have been formed during the initial sulfidation 
process (2), due to the faster diffusion rate of 
nickel into the forming sulfide, as compared to 
iron. Finally, there is considerable evidence 
[1,3&4] for a family of phases intermediate 
between pyrrhotite and pentlandite, following the 
trend of the high temperature monosulfide solid 
solution (5), something not encountered in 
terrestrial rocks. 

Each sulfide has its own particular 
stability conditions, which have been determined 
for most phases. The long-term objective of our 
research is to characterize sulfides in chondritic 
materials in order to better establish the 
conditions under whish they formed, and the 
subsequent processes they experienced. 
Ultimately, it will be possible to infer whether 
the sulfides in the chondrites were formed in the 
solar nebula or on asteroids, and if formed on the 
asteroids, deduce how much alteration has 
occurred there. Here we explore the relationships 
between the finest grain size portions of 
carbonaceous cbondrites, these being matrix and 
chondrule rims; fine-grained materials are the 
most sensitive to their environment. 

Experimental Procedure: 
Sulfides from six chondrites were 

analyzed during the course of this study. These 
CMs were chosen because they completely span 
the aqueous alteration range exhibited for these 
meteorites, from relatively unaltered Kivesvaara 
(CM2) to completely altered EET83334 (CMI) 
[6]. Sulfides were located using an SEM, and 
analyzed using a Cameca electron microprobe. 
The analyses were calibrated using natural 
mineral standards, and analytical results are 
accurate to within 1 %. 

Results: 
The sulfides analyzed were randomly 

selected from different areas of thin sections. 
Their morphologies ranged from rounded, oval, 
spherical, rectangular to anhed.ral, and their sizes 
extended from 50 microns down to 
approximately 0.1 micron. The sulfide 
compositions are plotted in simple diagrams 
indicating only the Ni / (Ni+Fe) composition 
(Figure!), to better permit comparison of many 
meteorites in this abstract. 

We made many analyses of sulfides in 
chondrule rims as well as matrix for the 
chondrites EET83334, Kivesvaara, Lookout Hill, 
Mighei, Pollen and Sayama. For each chondrite 
the compositional range of the matrix and 
chondrule rim sulfides were identical. 
Kivesvaara, probably the least altered CM2 
chondrite known (based upon high bulk Fe 
matrix composition (6)) contains only 
stoichiometric pentlandite and pyrrhotite. 
Mighei, Lookout Hill and Pollen also contain 
predominately these two phases. Sayama is 
unique in containing almost entirely pentlandite 
(as far as we could tell). EET83334, probably the 
most altered CM chondrite known (its classified 
as CMl) contains abundant intermediate phases 
between pyrrhotite and pentlandite. 

As noted above, most of the CMs 
contain sulfides that are either more Ni-rich than 
typical pyrrhotites, or too Ni-deficient to be 
proper pentlandites - the so-called intermediate 
compositions. Because pentlandite is commonly 
(though not exclusively) an alteration product 
during aqueous alteration, its presence in all CM 
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chondrites is consistent with their degree of 
aqueous alteration relative to other primitive 
chondritic materials. Based upon the pentlandite-
rich mineralogy, we think that Sayama is the first 
oxidized CM chondrite. 

We calculated Browning's 
Mineralogical Index (MI) [6] from our 
phyllosilicate analyses from CM matrix; this 
index is reputed to predict the degree of aqueous 
alteration experienced by each meteorite. These 
MI values are Pollen: 0.60; Sayama: 0.69; 
Mighei: 0.71; Kivesvaara: 0.73; Lookout Hill: 
0.79; EET83334; 0.87. The order of these 
meteorites based on the :MI is noticeably 
different from the degree of aqueous alteration 
evidenced by the mineralogy, for these 
meteorites. The fit is especially poor for the least 
and most altered meteorites. 

Conclusions: 
The least-altered CMs contain 

pyrrhotite with the least Ni, and the most-altered 
CMs contain abundant Ni-rich pyrrhotite. 
Pentlandite is present in all CMs, regardless of 
degree of aqueous alteration - of course even the 
least-altered CM chondrite (Kivesvaara) has still 
witnessed more aqueous alteration than most 
chondritic materials. 

Most CM chondrites can contain Ni-Fe 
sulfides showing complete solid solution. It is 
still a mystery how these intermediate sulfides 
are stable at low temperatures. Chondrule rim 
sulfides have the same compositions as matrix 
sulfides, suggesting similar alteration conditions 
at least. Due to the occurrence of alteration 
processes, inferred from the Ni-rich composition 
of the sulfides, we suggest that the majority of 
primary sulfides in CMs were modified during 
aqueous reactions. Thus only a few primary 
troilite grains remain in CM chondrite matrix and 
chondrule rims. 

Maybe Sayama is the first recognized 
oxidized CM chondrite, because it contains 
abundant pentlandite, but essentially no 
pyrrhotite. Also, we find that the Mineralogical 
Index proposed by Browning et al [6] doesn't 
work for the least altered and most altered CM 
chondrites. Therefore, we have to reassess actual 
meaning and value of the Mineralogical Index. 
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Figure l. Compositional range of Fe-Ni sulfides 
in 6 CM chondrites, spanning the complete range 
of aqueous alteration from least altered 
(Kivesvaara) to most altered (EET83334). 
Analyses are plotted as atom% Ni/ (Ni+Fe). The 
fields of pyrrhotite (Po) and pentlandite (Pn) are 
indicated as horizontal bars and vertical dotted 
lines. We plot results for Sayama separately, 
because it appears to be mineralogically distinct 
from the remaining CM chondrites. 
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Topographic Analysis of Drainage Basins with Integral Geometry 

S. Coradetti, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA. (scorad@mit.edu) 
T. Stepinski, Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston TX. 

Abstract We use integral geometry methods to quan-
titatively study Martian and terrestrial drainage basins. 
We have found that a so-called elongation functional en-
capsulates the 3-D structure of a basin and reflects the 
degree of runoff erosion. Elongation functionals for Mar-
tian basins are fundamentally different from correspond-
ing functionals for terrestrial basins. They indicate very 
limited runoff erosion on Mars. It is not clear whether 
limited runoff erosion can produce by itself visible chan-
nel networks, or whether sapping erosion is required. 

Introduction: Quantitative, algorithmic geomorphol-
ogy: The majority of Martian geomorphologic analysis 
can be described as extracting physical information from 
images. Describing this information in natural language 
(words) is the dominant methodology. There are cer-
tain limitations of this method. Only a small numbers 
of specific sites can be studied in depth as the method is 
very slow. The results can be easily influenced by human 
biases and outcomes from different sites or researchers 
cannot be compared with confidence. Another approach, 
which we pursue in this project, is to assign a number or 
a list of numbers to the image. Such an approach can be 
encapsulated into a computer algorithm providing fast, 
objective, and quantitative results. This pilot project in-
vestigates the suitability of one such approach, integral-
geometry morphological image analysis, to a particular 
issue in Martian geomorpholgy - the origin of Noachian 
valley networks. 

Valley networks on Mars: The interest in the origin 
of Martian channels and valley network systems has re-
mained high ever since they were discovered on images 
from the Mariner and Viking probes. Most of these sys-
tems are located on Noachian, highly cratered terrain 
(Npld geological unit) indicating that the valley networks 
are ancient, originating during an epoch of potentially 
much warmer climate that could support a widespread 
and sustained rainfall. This gave rise to an early sug-
gestion that Martian valley networks were sculpted by 
surface runoff erosion. However, closer examination of 
imagery data revealed that many morphometric features 
of the valley networks are similar to terrestrial stream 
networks in which groundwater sapping rather than sur-

face runoff is a dominant mechanism of erosion. The issue 
remains unsolved despite extensive studies. 

Integral geometry and Minkowski functionals: Integral-
geometry morphological image analysis (MIA) employs 
image functionals (functions of a parameter that controls 
a pattern) to assign numbers to the shape and connec-
tivity of patterns formed by the pixels in the image[l]. 
Of particular interest are image functionals that are ad-
ditive, continous and invariant to the orientation of an 
image. In 2-D all such functionals are linear combina-
tions of only three functionals called Minkowski function-
als. Briefly, the first functional measures the area of a 
pattern, the second functional measures the total perime-
ter of the pattern, and the third functional is the Euler 
number of the pattern (number of closed positive shapes 
minus the number of closed negative shapes). 

Methods: Drainage basins: Our data are digital el-
evation models (DEMs) of Martian surface constructed 
from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data. 3-D 
model of Martian terrain with channel networks is repre-
sented by a DEM, and a drainage basin is a collection of 
all DEM's sites that ultimately drain through a common 
site called an outlet. When studying basins we always 
normalize elevations so their values are between O (out-
let) and 1 (summit). 

Scanning the basin: Our methodology is to "scan" 
the 3-D drainage basin by a large numer of horizontal 
planes located at progresively higher elevations, dividing 
the basin's pixels into those above the plain, and those 
below it. This planar projection of the basin forms a 
binary pattern that can be studied using MIA. Using el-
evation between O and 1 as the "pattern parameter", we 
can calculate Minkowski functionals for each basin and 
encapsulate it's complicated 3-D structure. 

Data Sources: We used three principal sources to ob-
tain DEMs for a range of basins on Earth and Mars as 
summarized in table 1. Basins in the Escalante river val-
ley, southern Utah were extracted from the National Ele-
vation Dataset (NED). These small basins have been ex-
tensively studied and several sapping dominated canyons 
have been identified[2]. Large terrestrial basins were ex-
tracted from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 
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data, including three basins from northern Chile's Ata-
cama desert, recently identified as sapping dominated[3]. 
Martian basins (all from Noachian surfaces showing den-
dritic channelization in visual images) were extracted 
from MOLA data. 

Source 
Resolution(m) 

Area(km2) 

# of Basins 

Table 1: Data Sources. 
NED SRTM MOLA 

30 90,450 500 
1.3-2.1 30-800 125-1,750 

13 16 28 

Calculating the Minkowski numbers: With all DEMs, 
the drainage basin of interest was extracted with the 
TARDEM software suite by identifying all of the pixels 
that would drain to a chosen outlet point. The DEM 
was then sampled with 200 layers to obtain Minkowski 
functionals with height as the pattern parameter. 

Note that in our setup the first Minkowski functional 
is identical to the cumulative distribution function of 
heights in the basin and thus carry the same informa-
tion as hypsometric curve. Lou calculated hypsometric 
curves for a number of terrestrial basins and claimed that 
hypsometry alone can distinquish between runoff and sap-
ping origin and suggested that hypsometry can be applied 
to discriminate between the runoff and sapping basins on 
Mars[4]. 

Results: Integral Area Difference: To compare dif-
ferent functionals we calculate an integral area difference 
(IAD) - the difference between the given functional and 
a functional representing a constant area increase with 
height integrated over the entire range of heights. 

In the case of the small terrestrial basins investigated 
by Lou, the IAD 's have near zero and negative values for 
sapping basins and positive values for runoff basins. The 
IAD's for larger sapping and runoff basins, however, are 
not distinct, and mostly fall in between the distinct ranges 
of the smaller basins, as shown in figure 1. 

The perimeter and Euler curves: No obvious trends 
could be immediately identified in the perimeter and Eu-
ler curves. We have derived several parameters from these 
two functionals and compared them among the terrestrial 
basins but no strong correlations could be established be-
tween them and any aspects of the basins. 

The elongation functional: Both terrestrial and Mar-
tian drainage basins come in many different shapes. This 
diversity makes origin-oriented analysis more dificult, as 
an algorithm concentrates on differences in shapes. To 
deal with this problem we have introduced the "elonga-
tion parameter". It can be shown that for any 2-D pattern 
with area A and perimeter L, there is a quantity a such 
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Figure 1: IAD versus total basin area. 

that: a = ~ . This dimensionless parameter is invariant 
for a given shape if it is uniformly dilated or contracted 
and has a value of 1 for a circle, and O for a line. Com-
bining the first and second Minkowski functionals we can 
calculate elongation parameter as a function of height -
an elongation functional. 

Interestingly, terrestrial and Martian elongation func-
tionals differ ( see figure 2), providing some indication 
to the different origin of respective basins. Terrestrial 
basins yield a characteristic U-shaped elongation func-
tional. The simple interpretation is that terrestrial basins 
form extended valleys at their lower sections. Most Mar-
tian basins have relatively flat elongation curves indicat-
ing lack of such valleys. 
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Figure 2: Elongation functionals for a large terrestrial 
basin (left) and for a tributary to Ma'Adim Valles on 
Mars (right) .. The dark line is a 15 order best fit curve, 
the dashed lines show the maximum, minimum and final 
values. 
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Figure 3: Maximum decrease in elongation parameter 
verses total basin elongation for large basins. Best fit lines 
are plotted for the large terrestrial and martian basins 
with slopes of 0.970 and 0. 717 and average residuals of 
0.008 and 0.048 respectively 

Figure 3 is a plot of the final elongation parame-
ter (the elongation parameter of the entire basin) minus 
the minum elongation parameter (the most extended the 
basin is at any elevation) versus the final elongation pa-
rameter. For the terrestrial runoff basins, the minimum 
elongation value tends to be small compared to the final 
value, so they plot along a best fit line with a slope near 1. 
The Martian basins however, plot along a line with slope 
of about 0.7 and the best fit has a much larger residual 
than the terrestrial runoff plot. The basins extracted from 
Chilean Atacame desert plot somewhere in between the 
two. 

Discussion: Scaling issues: It is clear from fig 1 that 
Lou's hypsometry-based criterion for basin's origin do not 
transfer to larger basins. It is understood that the shape 
of a small basin is due mostly to erosion, but the shape of 
a large basin is dominated by larger scale processes. The 
breakdown of the IDA 's ability to discriminate among the 
erosional genesis of large basins is simply an illustration of 
this scale dependancy. Thus, we have found that, on large 
scale, the first Minkowski functional cannot be used to 
determine the basin origin. Unfortunately, the resolution 
of MOLA data do not permit study of small scale Martian 
basins. 

Large basin elongation functionals : Figure 3, and in-
spection of the elongation functionals, indicate that the 
Martian and terrestrial drainage basins have fundamen-
tally different 3-D structure. Comparing the contour 
maps from Martian and terrestrial basins (see figure 4), 
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the case can be made that many dendritic Martian net-
works are topologically superficial, in spite of the dis-
tinct channels in visible images. However, it is not clear 
whether this difference is due to the fact that Martian 
basins are eroded by sapping, or light rain. The only 
terrestrial basins somewhat similar to Martian basins are 
sapping dominated and found in the Atacama desert. It 
is an extremely arid environment and thus the low rel-
ative extension of it's sapping valleys could also be an 
artifact of a low volume of removed surface material as 
well. We can see that Martian surface did not experience 
a prolonged runoff erosion, but we cannot eliminate some 
degree of runoff erosion. 

Figure 4: Left: Contour map of of Warrengo Valles, 
Mars. Right: Contour map of Gila river basin, New Mex-
ico 

Conclusions: We have found that applying MIA to 
geomorphology in general, and to martian geomorphol-
ogy in particular yields new results. We have been able, 
for the first time, to demonstrate quantitatively the fun-
damental difference between 3-D structure of Martian and 
terrestrial drainage basins using elongation curves ob-
tained from the MIA analysis. Study of elongation curves 
indicates substantive differences between runoff basins on 
Earth and valley networks on Mars . This discrepancy 
may be the result of a different erosional mechanism, 
or simply a lower degree of runoff erosion, but in any 
case they show that N oachian surfaces did not experience 
terrestrial-style rainfall. More analysis of the minimum 
elongation compared to the total basin elongation should 
be done on large runoff basins from arid regions on Earth 
and on more large sapping networks - if they can be iden-
tified. 

References: [1] K.Michielsen, H. De Raedt (2001) Physics 
Reports, 347, 461-538 [2] A. Howard, R.C. Kochel, "Intro-
duction to Cuesta Landforms and Sapping Processes on the 
Colorado Plateau" . [3] G.D. Hoke,T.E. Jordan, B. L. !sacks, 
"A Groundwater Genesis for the Giant Quebradas of the At-
acama Desert, Northern Chile". [4] W. Luo (2000) Journal of 
Geophysical Research, 105, 1685-1694. 
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PETROLOGY OF STANNERN-TREND EUCRITES AND EUCRITE GENESIS. K. G. Gardner1 and D. W. 
Mittlefehldt2, 1University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73072, 2NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058. 

Introduction: Eucrites are basaltic meteorites of 
the howardite-eucrite-diogenite (HED) suite that 
originated on a differentiated asteroid, possibly 4 
Vesta [ 1]. Eucrites are basalts and cumulate gabbros 
composed of calcium-rich plagioclase feldspar and 
pyroxene along with minor amounts of chromite, il-
menite, silica, calcium phosphate, troilite and metal. 
The family of basaltic eucrite meteorites consists of 
three distinct groups: Main Group, Stannem-trend, 
and Nuevo Laredo-trend eucrites, and Figure 1 shows 
where each group plots compositionally [2]. Each of 
these groups formed under much different conditions. 
It is generally accepted that the Nuevo Laredo-trend 
eucrites are the product of fractional crystallization of 
a more primitive melt, and theoretical calculations 
have successfully modeled this case. The origins of 
Main Group and Stannem trend eucrites remain con-
troversial. Stolper suggested that the Main Group and 
Stannem trend eucrites formed by partial melting of 
the parent body [3]. He proposed that these eucrites 
formed by different degrees of partial melting, small 
degrees yielding Bouvante- and Stannem-type compo-
sitions and higher degrees yielding the Main Group 
eucrites. The Nuevo Laredo trend eucrites developed 
by fractional crystallization of Main Group eucrites. 
Eucrite lithophile element contents are successfully 
accounted for in partial melting models. The problem 
with this model lies in its inability to explain the data 
on siderophile elements in eucrites. Others argue that 
both the Main Group and Nuevo Laredo-trend eucrites 
formed by crystallization of a magma ocean on an 
asteroid similar in size and composition to Vesta [2], 
[4]. The formation of Stannem trend eucrites is not 
easily explained by these latter models and is still de-
bated among scientists. 

In order to shed light on this question, more re-
search on Stannem trend eucrites is needed. The fact 
that few Stannem trend eucrites have been found adds 
an element of uncertainty in that the Stannem trend is 
not well defined. Mittlefehldt and Lindstrom identi-
fied four new Stannem trend eucrites based on bulk 
rock trace element contents [5]. We have begun 
petrologic study of two of these as well as Stannem. 
PCA 91006 and LEW 88010 were selected for study 
because of their unusual characteristics: PCA 91006 
was chosen on account of its atypical bulk composition 
and LEW 88010 on account of its unusual texture. 
PCA 91006 is currently classified as a brecciated 
eucrite, which implies that its composition is 

monomict, coming from a single parent rock, and not 
polyrnict, coming from multiple parent rocks; LEW 
88010 is classified as an unbrecciated eucrite [5]. 
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Figure 1: Eucrite compositions and correspond-
ing theoretical models 

Experimental Methods: We analyzed the mete-
orites by first becoming familiar with their textures 
and mineralogy in the petrographic microscope. The 
JEOL 5910LV Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
was used for backscattered electron (BSE) imaging at 
a potential of 15 kV and x90 magnification. The 
SEM BSE images were used to find areas that dis-
played textural variations and minerals with chemical 
zoning-variations in pyroxene iron, magnesium, and 
calcium compositions were noted. The SEM work 
allowed for more efficient use of time on the electron 
microprobe. Next, analyses of pyroxenes in each me-
teorite were collected on the Cameca SXIO0 electron 
microprobe, using a potential of 20 kV, a sample cur-
rent of 40 nA, a spot size of 1 micron, and normal 
Johnson Space Center electron microprobe standards 
for calibration. Several pyroxenes in PCA 91006 were 
analyzed, as well as those in Stannem and LEW 
88010, to add to existing data. Separate analyses were 
collected for oxide grains using the same analytical 
conditions, and element maps of the magnesium, iron, 
calcium, titanium, and aluminum in the pyroxenes of 
PCA 91006 were acquired for several regions 512 x 
512 microns in size. The information from the elec-
tron microprobe was useful to correctly classify these 
meteorites by providing precise mineral chemical 
compositions. This in turn offers further information 
about their origin. 

Results: PCA 91006 exhibits a typical brecciated 
texture and contains a variety of igneous lithic clasts 
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that have been mixed with fragmented mineral grains 
to form the breccia. In thin section, all of the grains 
are highly fractured. The plagioclase and some of the 
magnesian pyroxene grains have near equal, low bire-
fringence, but the birefringence is much higher in the 
augite lamellae. Some of the lithic clasts have pyrox-
ene that contains parallel lamellae, normal extinction 
angles, and higher relief, and other lithic clasts have 
pyroxenes with random lamellae, undulatory extinc-
tion. and lower relief. In the breccia matrix, grain 
boundaries are poorly defined; all of the grain margins 
converge. The igneous clasts in PCA 91006 contain 
considerable differences in pyroxene compositions, 
each of which have high-calcium pyroxene lamellae. 
Figure 2 is a BSE image showing a distinct separation 
between dark colored magnesium-rich pyroxene (up-
per left) and light colored iron-rich pyroxene (lower 
right). 

Figure 2: BSE of pyroxene in PCA 91006 

The plagioclase in this image (the very dark, elongate 
grains in the center) has maintained the original igne-
ous texture. These areas of low- and high-magnesium 
pyroxene clasts also contain anhedral plagioclase 
grains and small chromite, ilmenite, troilite, and silica 
inclusions. Pyroxene compositions are shown on Fig-
ure 3. 

e PCA 91006 
<> LEW 88010 

Figure 3: Eucrite pyroxene quadrangle 

PCA 91006 has three distinct groups of pyroxenes 
based on Mg# (molar lOO*MgO/(MgO + FeO)). A 
histogram of the Mg # of low-calcium pyroxenes is 
given in Figure 4 and clearly shows the three distinct 
groups-two magnesium-rich and one iron-rich. 
(Note that only low-calcium pyroxenes were used to 
create the histogram due to the fact that low- and 
high-calcium pyroxenes do not have the same Mg # 
when in equilibrium. An equivalent histogram of only 
high-calcium pyroxenes shows the same groupings.) 
In crossed-polarized light, Group 3 pyroxenes have 
much higher birefringence than Group I and 2 pyrox-
enes. In general, the grains in Group 3 have fewer 
fractures, more well defined lamellae, high birefrin-
gence, and sharper extinction. 

Mg# for <9% Ca end-member pyroxene 

Figure 4: Historgram of low-calcium pyroxenes in 
PCA91006 

The texture of LEW 880 IO is unlike that of other 
Stannem trend or other eucrites (Figure 5). It con-
tains very elongate, subhedral pyroxene phenocrysts 
surrounded by a medium- to fine-grained trachytic 
matrix of plagioclase and pyroxene. The pyroxenes in 
LEW 88010 plot very close to the iron-rich pyroxenes 
of PCA 91006 on Figure 3 and are only slightly more 
magnesian. Stannem contains a random assortment 
of equant anhedral and subhedral pyroxene grains and 
medium- to large-sized anhedral plagioclase grains. 
In general, Stannem is coarse-grained for a basaltic 
rock. The breccia of Stannem is similar to that of 
PCA 91006; it is difficult to discern between grain 
boundaries since the individual minerals are so fine-
grained. The plagioclase in Stannem has obvious 
twinning, and overall, the pyroxenes have low bire-
fringence. Unlike PCA 91006, the pyroxene in Stan-
nem has only slight undulatory extinction; most of the 
grains maintain normal extinction. The pyroxenes of 
Stannem are only slightly more iron-rich than those of 
PCA 91006 (Figure 3). 
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Figure 5: BSE of LEW 88010 

Inerpretation: The pyroxene divisions in Figures 
3 and 4 offer insight regarding the nature of PCA 
91006. From these diagrams, it is obvious that PCA 
91006 contains three distinct pyroxene groups each 
with different Mg#. We have no evidence that these 
three groups are from different parts of a single mag-
matic fractionation sequence. The BSE images clearly 
show that Group 3 pyroxenes were originally zoned, 
with calcium-rich rims on calcium-poor cores. They 
are now homogeneous in Fe/Mg, but must have origi-
nally been zoned in these. Latter metamorphism 
equilibrated the Group 3 pyroxenes [6]. The current 
juxtaposition of magnesium-rich and iron-rich pyrox-
enes (Figure 2) thus indicates later mixing of distinct 
rock units. The extinction in the low-birefringence 
magnesium pyroxenes is undulatocy due to shock 
metamorphism, and the petrological differences be-
tween the Group 1 and 2 pyroxenes and Group 3 py-
roxenes indicate separate events of shock metamor-
phism. The abrupt composition change displayed in 
the BSE image (Figure 2) of two distinct pyroxene 
grains demonstrates a lack of homogenization of the 
breccia. We can thus say that PCA 91006 came from 
a mixture of rock types, and this unquestionably des-
ignates PCA 91006 as a polymict eucrite. Pyroxene 
Groups 1 and 2 have higher Mg #'s that are more 
similar to that of cumulate eucrites such as Serra de 
Mage and Moama, whereas Group 3 pyroxenes have a 
lower Mg # that is more similar to the basaltic eucrite 
Stannem (Figure 3). 

This new information helps us understand PCA 
91006's placement on Figure 1. Its position between 
the Stannem trend eucrites and cumulate eucrites can 
be explained as a mixture of these two types of materi-
als. Mixing lines between Stannem and either Serra 
de Mage or Moama pass near PCA 91006, consistent 
with simple mechanical mixing of these two types of 
material during brecciation (Figure 1). Thus, PCA 

91006 does not connect the Stannem trend eucrites to 
the more primitive Main Group eucrites. The place-
ment of LEW 88010 on Figure 1 near the Stannem 
trend adds a much needed sample to the Stannem 
group. Since we know it is unbrecciated, its position 
near the other brecciated Stannem trend eucrites (Fig-
ure 1) potentially yields information on the original 
igneous texture of this group. 

References: [1] Drake M. J. (2001) M&PS, 36, 
501-513. [2] Righter K. and Drake M. J. (1997) 
M&PS, 32, 929-944. [3] Stolpher E. (1977) GCA, 41, 
587-611. [4] Ruzicka A. et al. (1997) M&PS, 32, 825-
840. [5] Mittelfehldt D. W. and Lindstrom M. M. 
(2003) GCA, 67, 1911-1935. [6] Takeda H. and Gra-
ham A. L. (199l)Met., 26, 129-134. 
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PROSPECTING FOR MARTIAN ICE FROM ORBIT. L. C. Kanner1, C. C. Allen2, and M. S. Bell3, 1Carleton 
College, Northfield, MN, 2NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, 3Lockheed Martin@ Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, TX. 

Introduction: Recent data from the Gamma Ray 
Spectrometer (GRS) on Mars Odyssey indicate the 
presence of a hydrogen-rich layer tens of centimeters 
thick in high latitudes on Mars [l]. This hydrogen-rich 
layer correlates to previously determined regions of ice 
stability. It has been estimated that the subsurface hy-
drogen is ice and constitutes 35'+(- 15% by weight 
near the north and south polar regions [2]. Our study 
constrains the location of subsurface ice deposits on the 
scale of kilometers or smaller by combining GRS data 
with surface features indicative of subsurface ice. 

The most recognizable terrestrial geomorphic indi-
cators of subsurface ice, formed in pennafrost and 
periglacial environments, include thermokarst pits, 
pingos, pseudocraters and patterned ground. Patterned 
ground features have geometric forms such as circles, 
polygons, stripes and nets . We focus on the polygonal 
form of patterned ground, selected for its discernable 
shape and subsurface implications. Polygonal features 
are typically demarcated by troughs, beneath which 
grow vertical ice-wedges. Ice-wedges form in thermal 
contraction cracks in ice-rich soil and grow with annual 
freezing and thawing events repeated over tens of 
years. Ice wedges exist below the depth of seasonal 
freeze-thaw [3]. Terrestrial ice wedges can be several 
meters deep; polygons can be tens of meters across [ 4, 
5, 6], and, on rare occasions, up to l km across [7] . 
The crack spacing of terrestrial polygons is typically 3 
to 10 times the crack depth [8]. See Figure l. 

Figure 1: Aerial view of terrestrial ice-wedge poly-
gons located on Ellesmere Island, Canada. 

Polygonal terrain is the dominant fonn of patterned 
ground seen on Mars [9] and has been recognized in 
high-resolution Viking Orbiter images [10,11,12,13] 

and Viking Lander 2 images [14]. High-resolution 
images from the Mars Orbital Camera (MOC) on Mars 
Global Surveyor reveal Martian surface features in 
unprecedented detail. Meter-scale features are easily 
recognized [15]. Martian polygons range in size from 
10 m [16] to 10 km [14] or on rare occasions up to 20 
km [11]. See Figure 2. Polygonal terrain is generally 
grouped based on size and theorized origin into small-
scale (-10-250 m) and large-scale (-250 m-20 km) 
polygons. Small-scale polygons are applicable to this 
study because it is thought that the origin of small-scale 
polygons on Mars is the result of permafrost thermal 
contraction cracking similar to that found on Earth 
[ 1 7, 16]. The presence of polygonal ground on the sur-
face generally indicates the presence of ground ice at 
depths of several meters and can reveal much about the 
latitudinal distribution of ground ice and ground ice 
history [17]. Large, multi-kilometer scale polygons 
likely fonn by processes unrelated to subsurface ice 
[11,13,18] . 

Figure 2: Example of small-scale polygonal terrain 
in the Casius quadrangle from MOC image 
M0401631. 

Methods: Using high-resolution narrow-angle 
MOC images (1.55-12.39 m/pixel), we have noted the 
presence, absence, or possibility of polygonal terrain 
around the planet in a latitude band from 30'N to 65'N. 
Data sets from August 1997-July 2002 were used, less 
the September 1999-February 2000 set. Eighteen im-
ages were selected from the western Utopia Basin to 
determine mean polygon width. 

The distribution of polygonal terrain was compared 
to a mercator projection of GRS relative hydrogen 
abundance [1,2) as well as a recent geologic map of 
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Mars [19]. Geometry and size of Martian polygons 
were also compared to terrestrial polygons using aerial 
photographs from Ellesmere Island, Canada [20]. 

Observations: A total of 5,280 images were ana-
lyzed and 283 images revealed the p'resence of polygo-
nal terrain. Polygonal terrain identified in this study 
can be characterized by the following features: diame-
ters of individual polygons range in size from 25 m -
250 m, polygons are bounded by nearly straight 
troughs or raised rims and angular joins. Troughs and 
raised rims frequently show a preferred north-south 
orientation. 

The distribution of polygonal terrain is scattered 
throughout the regional band at low elevations ( <O km) 
and nearly all latitudes. Polygons were identified nei-
ther south of 35'N nor in the cratered highlands (Figure 
3). The distribution is similar to that found by Seibert 
and Karge I using a more limited data set [ 16]. Particu-
larly high concentrations of polygonal ground are pre-
sent in the Casius quadrangle between 278'W-258'W 
and 40'N-50'N. In this region of the Utopia Planitia 
basin, 74% of the total 132 images analyzed showed 
the presence of polygonal terrain. 

90'N 

65'N 

30'N 

o· o· 

90'N 

65'N 
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Figure 3: Map of distribution of polygonal terrain 
between 30'N - 65'N. 

GRS detects hydrogen in high concentrations pole-
ward of approximately 50' [1,2] . Our comparison of 
GRS hydrogen abundance data to the distribution of 
polygonal terrain from 30'N-65'N shows no obvious 
correlation. Polygons are present in areas of low con-

centrations of near subsurface ice as frequently as they 
are present in areas of high concentrations of near sub-
surface ice. The high concentration of polygonal 
ground in western Utopia Planitia correlates to an area 
of lower concentrations of near subsurface hydrogen 
(Figure 4). 

65'N 

30'N 
300'W 240'W 
Figure 4: Map of distribution of polygonal terrain 
in the Casius quadrangle. Basis of the map is GRS 
data for the region. Lightly shaded regions are ar-
eas of lower hydrogen concentrations and dark 
shaded regions are areas of higher hydrogen con-
centrations. 

The majority of polygonal terrain in Utopia Planitia 
correlates to Hesperian-age units, while there are some 
occurrences in Amazonian-age units [19]. According 
to Greely and Guest [19], these units, Hesperian and 
Amazonian, are of diverse origin - volcanic, tectonic, 
alluvial, and eolian. 

The mean width of Martian polygons in 18 images 
of western Utopia Planitia is 106 +/- 27 m. Terrestrial 
polygons located in Ellesmere Island have an estimated 
width of about 50 m [20], making Martian polygons 
about twice the size of these terrestrial features. 

Discussion and Interpretation: The low correla-
tion between near subsurface ice and presence of po-
lygonal terrain in the Casius quadrangle between 
278'W-258'W and 40'N-50'N offers insight into the 
composition of the near and deeper subsurface of Mars. 

It is possible that water ice is present in the top me-
ter and absent in the deep subsurface, contradicting the 
assumption that polygonal ground is an indicator of 
deep ground ice. In this way, the presence of polygo-
nal terrain identified in this study may not be a re-
sponse to thermal contraction cracking of ice-rich 
ground, but to other contraction processes---
desiccation, fracturing of cooling lava, deep-seated 
horizontal stresses, or stratigraphic control. 

On the other hand, ice may exist both as near sub-
surface ice in the first meter as detected by GRS and as 
deeper ground ice as seen by the presence of ice-
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wedging terrain. As previously described, on Earth, 
ice-wedge polygons are not near subsurface ice fea-
tures, but form in subsurface ice layers tens of meters 
deep. 

Data collected in this study suggest the existence of 
near subsurface and deeper subsurface ice layers that 
can be explained as a response to climate oscillations 
on different time scales. It is likely that hydrogen con-
centrations in the top meter of the Martian surface are a 
result of the climate the present obliquity of 25°. Diur-
nal and seasonal temperature oscillations affect only 
the first 2-3 m of the Martian regolith [21]. Deep 
ground ice may be a relic of a colder climate during 
periods of high obliquity [22]. Ground ice is thought 
to exist in equatorial regions [ 10,23 ,24] despite its cur-
rent instability at the surface. Theoretical modeling 
shows that ground ice may have persisted at depths 
greater than 200 m shortly after the beginning of 
Mars's geologic history [25] . Mischna et al. [26] re-
cently modeled ice sheet formation at various obliqui-
ties, determining that water ice is stable at mid-
latitudes for 35° obliquity and in equatorial regions for 
45° obliquity. Assuming the accumulation of dirty 
(dusty) ice at all obliquities, sublimation of water ice 
during warming periods can produce a lag dust deposit 
of several centimeters. Perhaps no more than a few 
tens of centimeters of dust can shield further sublima-
tion [27] and allow ice to persist at depths for millions 
of years. 

If not very near subsurface ice, to what do 
concentrations of polygons correlate? Recent geologic 
maps [19] show that the distribution of polygons exists 
across several geologic units of diverse origin, thus 
presenting no obvious correlation. Mars Orbital Laser 
Altimeter (MOLA) data shows a large depression in 
the Utopia region centered at 40°N, 245°W. Gravity 
anomaly maps [28] also show a unique positive anom-
aly that correlates to the MOLA, suggesting the pres-
ence of a large impact basin. However, the concentra-
tion of polygons in the Casius quadrangle exists no-
ticeably west of this feature. 

Conclusion: The distribution of polygonal terrain 
exists at low elevations (<O km) and nearly all latitudes 
between 30°N to 65°N with a unique abundance be-
tween 278'W-258"W and 40'N-50'N. If the abundance 
of Martian small-scale polygons are geomorphically 
and structurally similar to terrestrial polygons, their 
presence may not correlate to hydrogen abundance in 
the first meter for the following reasons: initial propa-
gation of ice wedges occurs below the freeze-thaw 
layer, or the ice would melt (or sublime), and ice-
wedges can extend tens of meters deep. Martian ice-
wedge polygons may correlate to thicker layers of 
ground ice not detected by GRS. Deep subsurface ice 

is likely to have accumulated during periods of higher 
obliquity. 
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GRANULITES IN THE LUNAR METEORITE ALHA81005: THE ORIGIN OF A FERROAN 
GABBRONORITE. A. K. Maloy1 and A.H. Treiman2, 1Department of Geology, Miami University, Oxford, OH 
45056 (maloyak@cs.com), 2Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058 (tre-
iman@lpi.usra.edu). 

Introduction: The term granulite refers to rocks 
that have been recrystallized at high metamorphic 
temperatures. Granulites with poikiloblastic or grano-
blastic textures [1-2] are abundant throughout the lunar 
highlands as clasts in regolith samples, fragments in 
breccias, and whole rocks collected by the Apollo mis-
sions [2]. It has been suggested that some Apollo 
granulites cannot be formed by the mixing of any 
known highland rock types, and may have a precursor 
that remains unsampled [I]. In this study, the search 
for unrepresented highland rocks is extended to the 
lunar meteorite ALHA81005. 

ALHAS H>05 is an anorthositic norite, polymict re-
golith breccia from the lunar highlands [3]. The chemi-
cal differences between the Apollo lunar rocks and 
ALHA81005 that suggest it originated in an unsam-
pled area of the Moon. Thus, granulites in 
ALHA81005 essentially represent the lithologies of a 
new sample site. Fragments of ferroan anorthosite 
(FAN), hyperferroan anorthosite, Mg suite rock, very 
low-Ti basalt (VLT basalt), and ferroan and magnesian 
mafic clasts have been reported in the meteorite (3-4). 
The latter two are not common in the Apollo suite of 
highland lithologies (3], so very little is known about 
their genesis. With this research, one magnesian and 
one ferroan granulite clast in ALHA8 l 005 were stud-
ied as possible clues to the unsampled lithologies of 
the Moon's highlands. 

Methods: Optical microscopy was used to identify 
granulite clasts in ALHA81005,48, and determine their 
major mineral phases. Digital photomicrographs were 
taken with a SPOT RT camera and mosaicked into a 
map of the thin section. This map was used to select 
appropriate sites for SEM and EMP analyses. 

Compositionally representative fields in each clast 
were analyzed, and major element X-ray maps were 
acquired using a'JEOL 5910 Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (SEM). Elemental X-ray maps were then com-
bined and classified, with the image-processing pro-
gram Multispec, to produce mineral maps and compute 
the approximate modal mineralogy of each clast. 

Compositions of major mineral phases were ana-
lyzed with a Cameca SX 100 Electron Microprobe 
(EMP). Additional element maps for one clast (clast 2) 
were obtained using EMP, combined in Multispec, and 
employed to produce a second mineral map. In this 
case, the EMP mineral map was preferred over the 
SEM mineral map, as it is less noisy. Combining the 

concentrations of major mineral phases and the EMP 
compositions of those minerals, the bulk composition 
of each granulite clast was calculated. 

The chemical compositions of selected F ANs, Mg 
suite rocks, and VL T basalts and picritic glasses are 
included in plots for comparison [5-13]. The chosen 
FANs and Mg suite rocks have sample masses of 
>0.5g and a pristinity class of7 or higher (14]. Due to 
the scarcity of VL T basalts in the lunar collection, 
those plotted were not required to meet the above crite-
ria. For all samples, mg* and plagioclase composition 
were obtained through CIPW norm calculations. 
- Results and Discussioiff The bulk chemical com-- -

positions of four granulite clasts in ALHA81005,48 
were estimated. Only clasts 2 and 3 are discussed here 
because EMP analyses of minerals in the other clasts 
were poor. Clast 3 is a magnesian troctolite (mg* = 
83.7), comprised of 68.9% plagioclase (normative An 
98), 28.8% olivine, 2.3% augite, and traces of troilite 
and chromite. Considering its modal mineralogy, min-
eral compos_ition, and position within the Mg suite 
field on all plots (Fig. 1-2), clast 3 is likely a metamor-
phosed Mg suite rock. 
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Figure l. Normative plagioclase composition [An= molar 
Ca/ (Ca+ Na)] versus normative mg* [mg*= molar Mg/ 
(Mg+ Fe)] ofFANs, Mg suite rocks, VLT basalts, and 
ALHA81005.48 clasts 2 and 3. 

Clast 2 is a ferroan gabbronorite (mg* = 60.1 ), 
consisting of 48% plagioclase (normative An 95.6), 
31.2% augite, 19.3% orthopyroxene, 1% ilmenite, 
0.5% chromite, and traces of troilite and whitlockite. 
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Its mineral compositions are comparable to those of 
FANs, but clast 2 has too little plagioclase to be an 
anorthosite (Fig. 2a). Without trace and rare earth ele-
ment data, the exact precursor of clast 2 cannot be de-
termined. However, several possible origins are con-
sidered below. " 

Is c/ast 2 a derivative of VLT basalt? The presence 
of VLT basalt in ALHA81005 [4], and the similarity 
between VL T basalt and clast 2 in mg* and plagioclase 
composition (Fig. 1 ), suggest clast 2 may have derived 
directly from VLT basalt. However, clast 2 cannot be a 
VLT basalt (albeit metamorphosed) because it is has 
10-30% more normative feldspar and 3.5-8.5% more 
CaO than any sampled VLT basalt (Fig. 2a,d). Sec-
ondly, clast 2 cannot have differentiated from VLT 
basalt. In basalt fractionation, mg* decreases as the 
concentration of feldspar increases. The percentage of 

rocks. So, clast 2 cannot represent a mixture of FAN 
and Mg suite rock. 
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from a pyroxene-rich cumulate of VL T basalt, its mg* 0 0.6 
would be significantly higher than that of the parent j:: 
basalt, which it is not. If the clast was derived from a 
plagioclase-rich cumulate of VL T basalt, it would have 
lower TiO2 than the parent, as titanium behaves in-
compatibly in plagioclase. Clast 2's high TiO2 concen-
tration refutes this idea (Fig. 2b ). Therefore, clast 2 
was not generated from only VL T basalt. 

Is clast 2 a derivative of Mg suite rock? The lu-
nar Mg suite represents another proposed precursor for 
clast 2. Figure 2b depicts the titanium fractionation 
trend of Mg suite rocks. Since the extrapolation of this 
line could potentially produce clast 2, a history as an 
Mg suite differentiate was considered. The incompati-
ble behavior of chromium in Mg suite rocks (Fig. 2c) 
implies that only olivine and/or plagioclase could have 
been fractionating. Once the majority of olivine had 
crystallized, pyroxene would have begun its crystalli-
zation, rendering chromium compatible. Only at this 
point, when the Mg suite reached its Cr2O1 peak and 
chromium began decreasing with mg*, could clast 2 
have been formed. Figure 2a, however, is inconsistent 
with clast 2 as an Mg suite differentiate. As Mg suite 
rocks fractionate, mg* and concentration of feldspar 
increase. Clast 2 is too ferroan to lie on this trend. 

Is clast 2 an impact mix of known highland rock 
types? The presence of FAN, Mg suite, and VLT ba-
saltic clasts within ALHA81005 indicates these 
lithologies are present throughout the meteorite's 
source region. Clast 2 resembles F ANs in mg* and 
plagioclase composition (Fig. 1 ), but has a modal min-
eralogy more reminiscent of Mg suite rocks. Graphs of 
Mg* versus % Normative Feldspar, TiO2, and Cr2O1 
(Fig. 2a-c ), however, serve to separate clast 2 from any 
possible mixing curves between FANs and Mg suite 
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In addition to its position within the FAN field in 
Figure 1, clast 2 also shares the mg* and An character-
istics of the most feldspathic VL T basalts. So, we con-
sidered the idea clast 2 is a mixture of VL T basalt and 
FAN. The mixing of VL T basalt with FAN can pro-
duce the chemical composition of clast 2 (Fig. 1-2), 
but different mixing proportions are required to gener-
ate virtually every element (Fig. 2). Thus, the deriva-
tion of clast 2 from an impact mixture of VL T basalt 
and FAN is quantitatively inconsistent. 

A mixture of VL T basalt and Mg suite rock was 
also considered as a possible origin of clast 2. While a 
mixture of ferroan VL T basalt and feldspathic Mg 
suite rock could possibly produce the concentrations of 
feldspar and Cr20 3 in clast 2 (Fig. 2a,c ), no mix of 
known endmembers can generate its CaO content (Fig. 
2d). Therefore, clast 2 cannot have originated as a 
mixture of VL T basalt and Mg suite rock. 

- fs clast 2 a majic clastfrom a FANpluton? 0fthe 
primary highland rock types, the characteristics of 
clast 2 are best represented by F ANs, although its min-
eral proportions are not anorthositic. Thus, it seems 
possible that clast 2 was generated in a mafic segrega-
tion from a FAN magmatic system, an idea that is sup-
ported by much of the published data. Clast 2's mg* 
and plagioclase composition are characteristic ofFANs 
(Fig. 1). Its bulk composition ratios of Petri and Cr/fi 
are within the ranges of FANs [13]. Additionally, 
some FANs are known to contain clasts rich in clino-
pyroxene and orthopyroxene [15-17], like clast 2. 

The similarity in mineral compositions of clast 2 
and FANs is a strong argument for the clast's relation-
ship to FANs. The ranges ofTi02, Al20 3, Cao, Nap, 
and Cr20 3 in orthopyroxenes in FANs include that of 
orthopyroxenes in clast 2 [13]. Clinopyroxenes in 
FANs contain up to 1% Ti02, up to 2% Al20 3, and up 
to 0.6% Cr20 3 [13]. The ranges of these oxides again 
include the 0.55% average Ti02, 1.1 % average Al20 3, 

and 0.35% average Cri03 in augites in clast 2. 
Nearly all available data are consistent with clast 2 

being related to F ANs, but distinctions do exist be-
tween the two. The FeO concentration in plagioclase 
of clast 2 is 0.49%, more than 0.3% higher than that of 
plagioclase in FANs [13]. This could indicate clast 2 is 
not linked to F ANs, or merely that their thermal histo-
ries are very different ( e.g., Table A5.5 of [13]). Over-
all, more data is needed on the compositions of trace 
minerals, particularly ilmenite and chromite, and on 
the proportions of minerals in F ANs. And, most 
importantly, trace and rare earth element data for clast 
2 will provide stringent tests of its possible relationship 
withFANs. 

Conclusions: Previous studies of ALHA81005 
have constrained its source region to a KREEP-

depleted highlands site, at which ferroan anorthosite 
and very low-Ti mare basalt are exposed [4, 18]. As 
we have shown, clast 2 is not derived from VLT basalt 
or Mg-suite highland rocks, nor from any binary mix-
ture of known lunar rock types. 

Clast 2 is most likely from a mafic segregation in a 
FAN magmatic system. Rare earth and trace element 
analyses by SIMS, in progress at the University of 
New Mexico, will provide a critical assessment of this 
hypothesis. Several mafic FAN-related rocks are 
known in the Apollo collections [15-17,19], but their 
origin is disputed. They have been considered rem-
nants of original magma trapped among the cumulus 
plagioclase of FANs [15], or as remnants of cumulus 
mafic minerals [19]. This difference is essential for 
determining the composition(s) of the magma(s) that 
produced FAN. Trace element chemical analyses of 
clast 2, when available, may help resolve this question. 
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Introduction: When the two Mars exploration 
rovers land on Mars in January 2004, one objective 
will be to make measurements similar to orbited meas-
urements. These measurements will be done by thermal 
infrared spectrometers on both the 2003 Mars rovers 
and the Mars Global Surveyor. Researchers will com-
pare the interpretation of the composition of areas on 
the surface using each data set. This will be used to 
calibrate and validate the accuracy and effectiveness of 
the different perspectives. 

Any landing location for the rovers will almost cer-
tainly have volcanic material. TES data have also been 

- interpreted-as -measuring-basaltic -material [ I-].- There-
fore, this abstract will focus on satellite versus rover 
perspective for volcanic material. We used thermal 
infrared instruments similar to those used on Mars. 
The area we chose to study was Amboy Crater, a vol-
canic crater in the Mojave Desert, California that has 
alkali basalt (basalt containing alkali metals) lava out-
flows. 

Another focus of this abstract is to compare inter-
pretation of the Mars analog instruments of TES/Mini-
TES to compositions that past studies have declared of 
Amboy Crater (plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine [2]). 

Instrumentation: We used instruments that 
closely matched the instruments of the rovers and or-
biters. The Mars Global Surveyor uses the Thermal 
Emission Spectrometer (TES). As an analog to TES, 
we used an airborne thermal infrared spectrometer 
(SEBASS). Table 1 shows comparisons. 

The 2003 Mars Rover will use the Miniature Ther-
mal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES). Mini-TES 
builds a hyperspectral image by raster scanning the 
field of view. Similarly, our Block Engineering Model 
100 (MlO0} Fourier transform infrared interferometer 
measures hyperspatial images using a precisely con-
trolled mirror that raster scans in two dimensions at 25 
Hz, and it records the viewing angles with the data. 

Fig 1: Tonka at a selected site. The MlO0 is on top of 
the truck and the 3 in-scene targets are to the right. 

The viewing geometry and scanning system are similar 
- to-the-M-ini-T-ES-system (Table l-)-[3] .--This is-mounted -

on a truck that is called Tonka (Fig. 1 ). Both of the 
terrestrial instruments are owned and operated by The 
Aerospace Corporation. 

Procedure: We selected a site for Tonka that SE-
BASS also imaged. We then drove Tonka to the site 
and parked it near a representative basalt outflow. The 
MlO0 was raised and aimed at the target area. Tonka 
images included measurements of a lxl m2 sandblasted 
aluminum target, used to measure diffuse 
downwelling, a painted aluminum target, used as a 
known signature, and a target with crinkled aluminum 
foil. The sandblasted and crinkled plates were used for 
converting the measured radiance to apparent emissiv-
ity (see conversions section). 

Calibration: Before analysis, the data from the 
raw raster images of Tonka must be calibrated to radi-
ance. This was done using a polynomial fit to ambient 
and black body plates of known temperatures [3]. 

Conversion. Tonka data are converted from meas-
ured radiance to apparent emissivity. We did this by 
using the special ratio technique. This uses a diffuse 
down welling (the radiance of thermal energy from all 
objects in the hemisphere around the target site) as the 
zero emissivity reference line [4]. This ratio is the dif-
ference between the measured radiance and diffuse 

Table 1: Instrument Parameters 
el (deg) az (deg) resolution (cm·!) range (µm) height (m) 

Mini-TES 20 or 8 mrad (FOY) -50 to +30 360 10 5-25 -1.4 
Tonka 8.7 mrad (FOY) -70 to +90 360 2 7.5-13.5 2.5 
TES 2x 2 mpixel - - 5 or IO -6.5-50 -

SEBASS 3 x 5 km pixel - - 7 2.4-5.3 and 7.6-13.5 -
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downwelling, divided by the difference between the 
blackbody fit and diffuse downwelling. The black-
body fit is defined as the highest brightness tempera-
ture over 820-1278 cm·1• 

In contrast, SEBASS data were converted using a 
simple ratio. A simple ratio is the measured radiance 
divided by the maximum brightness temperature 
blackbody fit. This ratio does not eliminate the effect 
from reflected downwelling radiance. Perspectives 
that have a significant amount of downwelling 
(Tonka, Mini-TES) should use special ratio; whereas, 
perspectives where the affect is less critical (satellite, 
aerial) should use simple ratio [3]. The result from 
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these ratios is in apparent emissivity. For either 
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2-4 show representative Tonka and SEBASS spectra Tonka and SEBASS plus a scaled Tonka spectrum. 
in apparent emissivity versus wavenumber (fig. 1-3). 
The result will also allow us to interpret the composi-
tion of that pixel by comparing its spectrum to labo-
ratory spectra. 

Interpretation: After the data was converted to 
apparent emissivity, we modeled the composition of 
the selected pixel by running a linear mixture model-
ing. The linear mixture modeling compares the spec-
trum of a given pixel in a hyperspectral image to a 
library of laboratory spectra. It then outputs a scale. 
A scale of zero meaning that the signature is not pre-
sent, greater than zero meaning the signature is pre-
sent, and less than zero representing a negative abun-
dance which is mathematically possible, but physi-
cally impossible. One method to address negative 
abundance was to remove those spectra that continu-
ously appear negative. Then rerun the model with 
the new list. 

To run the linear mixture modeling with the data 
collected from Tonka, we first made a list of coarse 
silicate spectra [5]. Then we used that list to run a 
linear modeling. Some negative values appeared 
from this list in the unmixing. Therefore, we re-
moved the spectrums that were causing the negative 
values and reran the unmixing until we had positive 
values. 

Another way of interpreting the composition was 
to work with what was already known about the area. 
The basalt at Amboy is listed as containing 50% pla-
gioclase; which contains albite, anorthite, and labra-
dorite; 32% Pyroxene, which contains augite and 
pigeonite; and 10% Olivine [2]. From this, we built 
another library and ran the unmixing with these ma-
terials. 
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Fig 3: Result of subtracting SEBASS spectrum from 
Tonka spectrum 

Results: When we compared the Tonka and 
SEBASS data (fig 2), we could see that the signatures 
were scaled differently from each other. This was 
caused by the fact that a pixel size on a SEBASS 
image covered more area than one on a Tonka image. 
Therefore the fractions of materials were different in 
each. In addition, the differences in compensating 
for downwelling could also cause this. 

Therefore, we needed to compensate. We scaled 
the signature from Tonka by multiplying it with 0.35 
and added the result to 0.65, shown in fig 2. This 
was done to match the SEBASS signature. From the 
scaling we could see that the two signatures did 
match each other with some differences. These 



differences were probably due to the difference in 
size of pixels. The SEBASS pixel covered more area 
so there was a difference in the fractions of materials. 
In addition we subtracted the SEBASS image from 
the scaled Tonka image. Figure 3 shows that the 
difference is close to zero. 

The next part of the results deals with finding the 
composition of the signature. As stated in the 
interpretation section, we ran the linear mixture 
modeling with a list and deleted the negative values. 
There are problems with this. The materials that 
were listed (fig 4) do not represent the composition 
of the basalt at Amboy from studies that have been 
done in the past. That is the difficulty of trying to 
blindly figuring out the composition of a spectrum 
from a list. Materials that could well be present have 
a possibility of being deleted. 

The other way of interpreting the signature was to 
use previously know information. Figure 5 shows a 
signature of albite multiplied by 0.80 and added to 
olivine multiplied by 0.2. From this combination we 
could detect albite and olivine in the spectrum from 
the Tonka image of the basalt. There was also a sig-
nature of another material present. However, the 
pyroxenes that we have in our library did not show 
signatures that could explain this. We do not have 
pigeonite in our library though and the reference [2] 
lists that as the pyroxene present in the analysis. 

Further studies: If given the opportunity, there 
would be other steps that we could. In material col-
lected from the field there were small white crystals 
present. We could only assume that they were albite 
due its description [ 6]. So one step would be to run 
an actual lab analysis of the material we collected 
from the field in order to detect what the composition 
is. Also we could add a spectrum of pigeonite to our 
spectral library to try and detect it in the data. 

Conclusions: We can say that the results from 
this analysis does show that there is not much differ-
ence between information received from an aerial 
and ground based infrared spectrometer, Mars Global 
Surveyor and the 2003 Mars rovers. But when de-
tecting composition of the image from these instru-
ments, we can see that the process isn't exactly reli-
able. 
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Introduction 
Less than a decade ago, it was not impossible that our 

sun with its system of nine orbiting planets was an 
anomaly in the universe. In 1995, however, Michel 
Mayor and Didier Queloz discovered a Jupiter-like giant 
planet orbiting the star 51 Pegasi using the radial-
velocity method of detection [7] and, in the process, 
opened the door to an entirely new discipline for 
astronomers-the study of extrasolar planets. Another 
method of plane1;ary detection has recently become 
successful which, while less effective than the detection 
of a planet's gravitational pull on its star, can reveal 
drastically more about the orbiting planet. Several years 
ago, astronomers detected the transit of a planet orbiting 
the star HD209458 [2] which appeared as a periodic 
dimming in the stellar flux during the time that the 
planet, whose orbital plane happened to lie in the 
astronomers' line of sight, crossed in front of the star. 
Moreover, the spectra observed during the HD209458 
transits were not simply dimmed; the dimming was 
greater when the transit was observed at the 
~h~ac~eristic wavelength of sodium gas [3], presumably 
mdicating the presence of sodium in the atmosphere of 
HD209458b. 
. NASA is currently planning missions like Kepler, 
mtended to observe planetary transits, and the Terrestrial 
Planet Finder, which will attempt to detect extrasolar 
planets directly-both gas giant and terrestrial planets-
and to obtain spectral analyses. It will be important to 
have a general hypothesis about the composition of the 
atmospheres of these extrasolar worlds to make 
observations more efficient and productive (i.e., 
choosing wavelengths strategically so that important 
species will be observable in planetary spectra). Because 
~y of the planetary systems discovered in the past 
eight years are so unlike our own-many containing 
massive gas giants at small orbital radii ( e.g., 51 Peg B, 
HD209458b, etc.)-learning about, or predicting, the · 
composition of these atmospheres is not a simple matter 
of drawing analogies to the planetary atmospheres in our 
solar system. Rather, it is necessary to start with the 
fundamental physics, chemistry, and suspected physical 
properties of these planets, based of course on what 
planetary knowledge we have acquired from our sun's 
own satellites, and to build up these atmospheres from 
scratch. Observers can then use this modeling to 
facilitate their study of extrasolar atmospheres. This 
method of guess-and-check helped predict the possible 
presence and detectability ofNa in the atmosphere of 
HD209458b (predicted by [11], [1], [6]; detected by [3]) 
as well as atomic hydrogen outflows from the upper 
atmosphere of that same planet [13]. We hope to 
continue this work a:p.d to predict more potentially 
detectable species on a wider variety of extrasolar 

planets. When the Terrestrial Planet Finder flies ten 
years from now, the planetary spectra that it obtains will 
ideally reflect atmospheric compositions that this sort of 
modeling predicted. 

Methods 
We use a one-dimensional model to solve the 

following continuity equation governing the net 
abundance of each species in our model: 

on, ocI>, 
-+-=P,-L Ot OZ I I 

where nFconcentratioii of species i, <I> i =spatial flux of 
species i, z=distance from 'zero' altitude (where 
pressure=! bar), PFProduction rate of species i, and 
LFloss rate of species i. Included in <I> 1 , the 
flux/transport term, are eddy, molecular, and thennal 
diffus~on terms .. Radiative transport, including multiple 
Rayle1g~ scattenng of stellar radiation, is included using 
a Feautrter method. Our goal at the start of the project 
was to determine the compositions of different · · 
hypothetical planetary atmospheres by establishing a 
collection of the species we deemed would be found on 
these extrasolar planets-based on Jovian abundances of 
the parent molecules water, methane, ammonia, and 
carbon monoxide-and then to expose that mixture of 
gases to different temperatures and photon fluxes by 
modeling planets at various stellar distances. In order to 
accomplish this goal, we have created a comprehensive 
reaction list which is based loosely on the giant-planet 
photochemical models of [8],[9],and [10] and which is 
modified for high-temperature reactions using 
information in the ~ombustion chemistry literature ( e.g., 
[4], NIST, and ORI-Mech databases). The list, with a 
total of 1320 reactions, includes photolysis, kinetic, 
thermal-decomposition, and condensation reactions. 181 
species are included in the list. The rate of each reaction 
has been carefully researched both because each rate is 
highly specific and temperature-dependent and because 
the relative rates of the reactions are the primary cause 
~or a~ospheric chemical differences ( although transport 
1s also important). We have modeled two planets: 
Jupiter and a Class III planet (classification from [12])-
a Class III planet is defined as warm enough that H2O 
and NH3 do not condense, but not so warm that 
tropopause temperatures exceed 900 K. For the Class III 
planet, we used a published temperature and pressure 
profile calculated using a radiative-convective 
equilibrium model [12]. Because we do not yet have 
accurate temperature-pressure profiles for a wider variety 
of planets, we have modeled the Class III planet at two 
different orbital radii: 0.27 AU, the correct analog of a 
Class ill planet for a 02 star (the published Class ill 
model planet is based on an F9 stellar system), and 3.0 
AU. Using the same temperature-pressure profile creates 
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Jupiter (5.2 AU} Class mat 3 AU in our Class III at 0.27 AU in our 
Solar System Solar System 

Species 1 mbar 1 bar 1 mbar 1 bar 1 mbar 1 bar 
H 7.83 X 1016 7.97 X 1016 1.44 X 1018 1.49 X 1018 1.65 X 1019 1.69 X 1019 

CH3 1.41 X 1014 1.45 X 1014 4.23 X 1014 9.11 X 1014 1.23 X 1014 4.15 X 1015 
CH4 1.48 X 1020 1.93 X 1023 4.79 X 1019 2.04 X 1023 1.01 X 1019 2.01 X 1023 
C2H2 5.15 X 1016 1.36 X 1017 5.33 X 1014 5.33 X 1014 5.62 X 1011 5.86 X 1011 
C2H4 9.40 X 1014 1.81 X 1015 2.55 X 1013 l.26x 1015 1.67 X 1012 3.76x 1015 
C2~ 1.25 X 1018 1.26 X 1019 2.73 X 1016 1.67 X 1018 2.11 X 1015 2.95 X 1018 
OH 5.09 X 107 5.74 X 107 7.05 X 1010 7.13 X 1010 7.06 X 1012 7.08 X 1012 
H20 2.74 X 1013 9.56 X 1013 1.04 X 1020 4.51 X 1023 6.26 X 1019 4.49 X 1023 
co 3.32 X 1015 1.18 X 1017 2.53 X 1018 1.13 X 1020 1.46 X 1019 1.42 X 1021 
CO2 4.45 xl012 1.45 X 1013 5.98 X 1016 5.03 X 1018 4.71xl018 2.89 X 1020 
HCO 2.08 X 107 2.95 X 109 6.69 X 109 8.64 X 109 8.51xl010 1.82 X 1011 

H2CO 1.66 X 109 2.09 X 109 1.72 X 1011 1.09 X 1013 7.37 X 1011 l.lOx 1014 
N2 5.06 X 1015 2.15x 1018 3.15 X 1016 1.39 X 1018 2.71 X 1016 1.27 X 1018 

NH2 3.19x 10·1 4.98 X 1013 3.16x 1013 3.33 X 1013 9.86 X 109 1.06 X 1013 
NH3 9.36 1.11 X 1022 3.21 X 1018 3.37 X 1022 2.54 X 1012 3.16 X 1022 
HCN 2.04 X 1012 2.10 X 1014 3.78 X 1018 2.10 X 1020 4.05 X 1018 2.60 X 1021 

C2H3CN 2.31 X 1010 l.O4x 1012 3.96 X 1014 5.16 X 1015 2.27 X 1011 7.97 X 1014 

Table 1: Integrated Column Abundances (in cm·2) for the atmospheres of three planets: Jupiter, a Class III planet accurately 
moved mto the solar system (0.27AU), and a Class III planet at 3 AU in our solar system 

some inaccuracies in the kinetic reactions of the 3.0 AU 
model, but the model is still useful in determining the 
relative effects of photolysis as a function of stellar 
distance. 

Results 
On Jupiter, the atmosphere is very different from the 

atmospheres on the two Class III models primarily 
because the temperature is cold enough for both water 
and ammonia to condense and to trap H20 and NH3 
vapor at low altitudes. Methane, on the other hand, is 
photolyzed in the upper atmosphere, where few oxygen 
or nitrogen species remain. The hydrogen and carbon 
produced from methane photolysis are, thus, recycled 
back into hydrocarbons. And while ammonia is 
photolyzed in the lower regions on Jupiter (water is not), 
ammonia's photolytic products are not energetic enough 
to react with the now stable hydrocarbons that have been 
transported to the lower atmosphere. The nitrogen and 
hydrogen produced from ammonia photolysis are 
recycled into pure N-H compounds and not nitriles or 
other organo-nitrogen compounds. Hydrocarbons 
dominate the emission spectrum from the upper 
atmosphere of Jupiter, and molecules with a wider 
variety of constituent elements ( e.g., HCN) are not 
formed in large quantities (Figure 2) because the 
photochemical regions are physically separated due to 
condensation. 

When one considers a giant planet at 3.0 AU, 
however, the atmosphere is no longer cold enough to 
allow ammonia or water condensation, and the parent 

molecules of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and ~xygen-
CO, H20, NH3, and CRi-are all photolyzed in similar 
regions ( compare in Figure 1 the ammonia found only at 
high pressures on Jupiter because of condensation with 
the ammonia found at much lower pressure levels on the 
3.0 AU planet because of the lack of condensation). The 
ability of the photolytically produced radicals containing 
H, C, N, and Oto react with each other has drastic 
effects on the atmospheric composition. On the 3.0 AU 
planet, we find a high abundance of CO and CO2, 
primarily because of reactions between methane's 
photolytic product, CH, and H20. We also fmd a high 
abundance ofHCN (Figure 2) and N2, the result ofa 
chemical process initiated by a reaction combining CH3 
and NH2-two very important photolytic products. 
Interestingly, there is a marked loss of higher-order 
hydrocarbons in the upper atmosphere at 3.0 AU, and 
this seems to be caused by an increased abundance of 
atomic hydrogen--orders of magnitude increase in 
concentration across all altitude levels-again, because 
H is produced in almost every photolysis reaction. On a 
giant planet at slightly more that half the Sun-Jupiter 
distance, then, we expect to see much more diverse 
chemistry involving more species because the parent 
molecules are being photolyzed in similar regions. We 
also expect a lack of the heavier hydrocarbons found in 
the upper atmosphere of Jupiter because of the 
dramatically higher production rate of atomic hydrogen. 

A further decrease in stellar distance obtained by 
modeling the Class III planet at 0.27 AU yields the same 
general trends observed in the jump from Jupiter to the 
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Class Ill planet at 3.0 AU. Because of the planet's 
increasing proximity to the Sun, however, certain 
exceptions to the trends are worth noting. On the whole, 
the same chemistry takes place: the production of CO, 
HCN, N2, and CO2 continues to increase while the 
production of hydrocarbons continues to decline (See 
Table 1 and Figure 2). The parent molecules methane 
and ammonia, however, are lost from the upper regions 
due to a higher photolysis rate from the stronger stellar 
flux (Figure 1 ), and there is an increase in the rates of 
reactions that convert the photolytic products to atomic 
H, C, N, and O and molecular HCN, CO, CO2, and N2. 
The concentration of water remains little changed from 
the 3.0 AU model because of both its greater initial 
abundance and more efficient recycling mechanisms. 
Another interesting difference between the 3.0 AU and 
0.27 AU planets is that the production of some complex 
hydrocarbons appears to increase at lower altitudes 
closer in to the Sun. At first, this seems counter-intuitive 
but it appears that the same process that leads to the 
destruction of simpler hydrocarbons-attack by the 
increasingly abundant H-also creates an important 
production mechanism for CH3; the reaction (H + CH4 -> 
CH3 + H) operates more effectively at high temperatures 
and pressures and is aided on the 0.27 AU planet by the 
higher concentration ofphotolytically produced atomic 
H throughout the atmosphere. The methyl radical is able 
to react with nitrogen and oxygen species but it can also 
react with itself to produce more complex hydrocarbons 
when it is present in abundance. 

Conclusions 
As one moves a "warm" Jupiter-mass planet closer to 

its star, certain trends seem to appear in the resulting 
atmospheric chemistry. When a planet is located at a 
small enough stellar distance that the temperature no 
longer allows for condensation, all parent molecules can 
be photolyzed in similar altitude regions which enables 
their photolytic products-radicals like H, CH, CH3, 
NH2, and OH-to react with each other and with other 
molecules to produce chemically diverse species that are 
not seen on colder planets like Jupiter. The high 
photolysis rates occurring on close-in extrasolar giant 
planets may have a very important impact for observers 
who seek out planetary atmospheres because an infrared 
interferometer operating in the mid-IR may be able to 
detect HCN, CO, and CO2 in the atmospheres of planets 
that lie within 0.3-3 .0 AU of their star, and the 
instrument may also find a lack of emission signatures 
from C2H2 and C2H6• The pressure dependence of 
methane and ammonia photolysis on extremely close-in 
planets may cause abundant species to concentrate at 
lower atmospheric depths, perhaps causing some 
molecular bands to be absent while others remain 

prominent. Photochemical processes dramatically affect 
the upper-atmospheric composition of giant planets and 
must be taken into account before accurate predictions 
about the observable properties of extrasolar giant 
planets can be made. 
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Introduction: To understand geologic processes on 
Venus, scientists rely on Earth-based images and satel-
lite radar images. Using Pioneer Venus images, 
McGill et al. (l] found Beta Regio is a dome or several 
large shield volcanoes, rather than one shield volcano, 
concluding that Beta is formed by crustal uplift. They 
went further to suggest Venus may have similar rifting 
processes as on Earth, and areas of the East African 
Rift were suggested as a terrestrial analog to Beta. 
Similar to continental rifting on earth, mantle plumes 
interact with the crust on Venus causing doming and 
volcanism. The doming creates tension, normal fault-
ing, and rifting. Later radar observations provided 
improved resolution of volcanic and tectonic structures 
in Beta Regio and Devana Chasma (2, 3]. Modeling of 
gravity and topography observations is also consistent 
with the mantle plume uplift model [4]. Cratering ob-
servations suggest that this uplift has occurred in the 
last 100 to 400 million years (5]. Kiefer and Peterson 
(6] recently combined gravity and radar observations to 
suggest that Devana Chasrna is actually two distinct 
rifts, one propagating southward from Beta Regio and 
the other propagating northward from Phoebe Regio. 

Devana Chasma (figure IA) is a rift system on Ve-
nus from 35°N to 4°S. Figure 1B shows individual 
faults along the rift. The bright lineaments are west-
facing fault scarps, which reflect large amounts of ra-
dar energy back to the spacecraft [7]. The dark lini-
ments are east-facing fault scarps, which reflect much 
less radar energy back to the spacecraft. The faulting 
strikes mostly north-south except between lO°N to 
7.5°N where the rift has roughly an east-west orienta-
tion. Wide areas of brightness are volcanic flows, such 
as the lava flow at 7°N, 286°E that flows westward. 
The rough texture causes more energy to bounce back 
to the satellite than the surrounding geology, making it 
brighter (7]. The lava flows come from volcanoes in 
the area, and some flows pre-date the rifting while oth-
ers post-date the rifting. The volcanoes are the result 
of two mantle plumes, Beta and Phoebe Regio. Here, 
we analyze quantitatively the geology of Devana 
Chasma to test the hypothesis of Devana Chasma being 
two rifts. 
Methods: We used images and topographic informa-
tion from the Magellan radar to analyze Devana 
Chasma from 20°N to 4°S. Figure 2A is an east-west 
profile taken at 12.5°N with three troughs and two 
peaks between the east flank at 283.48°E and west 
flank at 280.85°E. The east-west profile taken at 

B) 

A) 

Figure 1. A) Left-look Magellan radar image of 
Devana Chasrna from 2l°N, 279°E to 5°S, 291°E. B) 
Zoomed in Magellan radar image of Devana Chasrna 
from 13.0°N, 280.5°E to 11.S°N, 284.5°E. The hori-
zontal lines show where topographic profiles in figure 
2 were taken. 
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Figure 2. A) East-west topographic profile of 
Devana Chasma at 12.49°N. B) East-west topog-
raphic profile at 1 l.97°N. Heights are relative to 
the mean planetary radius 6051.881 km. 

1 l.97°N has an east flank at 282.74°E and a west flank 
at 280.89°E (figure 2B). When viewed perpendicular 
to the rift system strike, rifts on Venus commonly con-
sist of several distinct basins. In contrast, terrestrial 
rifts commonly have just one basin between the rift 
flanks [8]. 

Because Devana Chasma runs north-south except 
for between l0°N and 7.5°N, we collected east-west 
topographic profiles every half a degree. Between 
l0°N and 7.5°N, we took north-south profiles every 
half a degree. For each profile, we found the east and 
west flanks or north and south flanks, defined as the 
topographic high closest to the edge of the faults, and 
the average flank height. The rift width was defined as 
the horizontal distance between the topographic flanks. 
The typical width ranges from 100 km to 350 km with 
a few areas as wide as 500 km. The depth is the verti-
cal elevation changes from the minimum point on the 
rift to the average flank height. The fault displacement 
was found by adding up the vertical difference of all 
faults between the flanks. The horizontal extension is 
the fault displacement divided by the tangent of the 
fault dip. Except for the north-south profiles, which 
were graphed separately, the average flank height and 
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Figure 3. A) Graph of average flank height for 
east-west profiles taken between 20°N and 4°S. 
B) Graph ofrift depth for east-west profiles taken 
between 20°N and 4°S. C) Graph of horizontal 
extension for east-west profiles taken between 
20°N and 4°S. 



total fault displacement were graphed according to 
latitude to see variations along the rift. 
Results: The average flank height (figure 3A) varies 
greatly throughout the rift. From 20"N to 12.5"N, the 
flank height decreases towards the south. From 2°S to 
4"N, the average flank height decreases towards the 
north. The farther away from the mantle plumes, the 
lower the average flank height becomes. Where 
Devana Chasma runs east-west, the average flank 
heights range from -0.2 km to 0.41 km, and are much 
lower than the average flank heights between 20"N to 
12.5"N and 4°S to 4"N. 

The trend of the rift depth changes throughout 
Devana Chasma (figure 3B). From 20"N to 12.5"N, the 
depth decreases towards the south; while, from 4°S to 
4"N, the depth decreases towards the north. Along the 
east-west orientation of the rift, the depth has a lower 
range than the latitudes above and below along the rift. 

The horizontal extension is the distance the crust 
has moved horizontally (figure 3C), and is found by 
summing the vertical displacement for a profile and 
dividing by tangent of the fault dip. We assume a 
characteristic fault dip of 60°. The horizontal exten-
sion decreases from 20"N to 10.5"N. From 7.5"N to 
4.5°S, the horizontal displacement trend is flat with 
some noise. The vertical profiles from the east-west 
part of Devana Chasma have horizontal displacements 
of 1 km to 5.2 km, which is considerably less than in 
most other segments of the rift. Rathbun et al. [9] ana-
lyzed the horizontal extension for northern Devana 
Chasma. 
Discussion: The results in Figure 3 show distinct pat-
ters in the northern (20"N - 1 0"N), southern (7 .5"N -
4° S), and transitional (lO"N - 7.5"N) segments of the 
rift. The strong decrease in average flank height with 
distance from the Beta Regio and Phoebe Regio high-
lands is consistent with decreasing mantle temperature 
anomalies with distance from the two mantle plumes. 
The very small average flank height in the transitional 
region suggests that thermal uplift of the topography is 
unimportant in this section of the rift. The proposed 
temperature variations should lead to density variations 
and thus variations in the gravity anomaly along the 
rift. The high-resolution gravity models, currently in 
development, may help refine this view of mantle tem-
perature variations along the strike of the rift. 

Similarly, there is a strong variation in horizontal 
extension with location along the rift. In the northern 
section of the rift, the horizontal extension deceases 
strongly with distance from Beta Regio. In the south, 
the horizontal extension shows less variation with dis-
tance from Phoebe Regio. The much smaller values of 
horizontal extension in the transition section of the rift 
are consistent with the lower density of faulting ob-
served in this section. Overall, these variations in be-
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havior indicate a high degree of segmentation in 
Devana Chasma, which is consistent with its interpreta-
tion as two distinct propagating rifts [6]. 
Future Work: Ganis Chasma is a 1500 km long rift 
system that originates on the northern flank of the Atla 
Regio highland and has propagated northwestward into 
the surrounding plains. We have collected 47 topog-
raphic profiles across Ganis Chasma and are currently 
analyzing them in a manner similar to that shown in 
Figure 3. Comparison of the Devana Chasma and 
Ganis Chasma results should lead to additional insights 
into the processes of rift formation and propagation on 
Venus. 
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Introduction: The members of the Howardite-
Eucrite-Diogenite suite of meteorites are igneous rocks 
thought to be from the asteroid 4 Vesta. The Eucrites 
are further classified into brecciated basalts, 
unbrecciated basalts, and cumulate eucrites. From 
radiometric age measurements, some workers have 
suggested that cumulate eucrites may derive from a 
separate parent body. However, Bogard & Garrison 
[ 1] argue that all eucrites are from Vesta, and that 
many unbrecciated and cumulate eucrites have not 
experienced the impact age resetting observed in all 
brecciated basaltic eucrites. To examine this question, 
we calculated space (cosmic-ray) exposure ages of 
unbrecciated and cumulate eucrites using the Ar 
isotopic data [1], and we compare these ages with 
HED exposure ages reported in the literature. We also 
use these Ar data to determine Cl concentrations of 
these eucrites. 

Argon Component Identification: From the Ar 
isotopic data as a function of stepwise temperature 
release, we determined concentrations of the following 
Ar components: cosmogenic 36Ar and 38Ar produced in 
space from cosmic-ray interactions, 37 Ar produced 
from Ca during neutron irradiation, 38 Ar produced in 
the reactor from 37Cl, and terrestrial Ar absorbed on 
grain surfaces. The 36Ar and 38Ar must be separated 
into their components using the following relationship: 

[36 ;3sA ] _[36Ar 36A ]/[3sAr 3sAr 38A ] Ar rob,- cos+ fair co,+ air+ re, 

Low temperature extractions give off atmospheric 
argon, and thus the ratios of 36Ar!37Ar and 36Ar/38Ar 
show significant variation. However, the middle to 
high temperature extractions show a "plateau" in both 
of these isotopic ratios. For this reason, the 36Ar 
released in these extractions is assumed to be totally 
cosmogenic in origin. The 36Arair component released 
at lower temperatures is determined by assuming the 
lowest value of 36Ar/37Ar is completely cosmogenic. 
The 36Arcos is then calculated by subtracting 36Arair 
from the total 36 Ar concentration. From determined 
amounts of 36Arair and 36Arcos, we can estimate 38Arair 
and 38Arcos, which are then subtracted from total 38Ar 
to derive 38Arc1, which is the component produced 
from Cl. 

A graph of the concentration and ratios of the Ar 
isotopes was used to determine the extent of low 

temperature degassing of atmospheric argon and to 
define the 36Ar!37Ar and 36Ar/38Ar ratio plateaus. 
Figure 1 is an example of the unbrecciated eucrite 
PCA82502,81 which is representative of the graphs of 
the data examined in this study. 
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Figure I : Graph of Concentration and Ratios. The 
"plateau" in 36Ar/38Ar and 36Ar/3 7 Ar ratios are easily 

discernable. 
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Cosmic Ray Exposure age: Cosmic-Ray-Exposure 
ages of meteorites date the time of impact events on 
the parent body which freed the samples. The 
exposure ages are particularly of interest in the HED 
suite because a common parent body has been 
identified, and these ages offer a detailed view of the 
impact history of Vesta and of relative surface 
locations of different rock types. Eugster and Michel 
[2] point out that clusters of similar exposure ages 
would suggest a common impact event that liberated 
the materials and identify two possible events for the 
HED suite at ~21 and ~38 Ma. The K-Ar ages for 
cumulate and unbrecciated eucrites indicate that they 
were located in a different part of Vesta from that of 
the brecciated eucrites [I]. In that case, separate 
impacts might be necessary to liberate them from the 
parent object, and therefore the cumulate and 
unbrecciated samples might show a distinct pattern of 
exposure ages. If cumulate eucrites derived from a 
separate body, we would expect no commonality in 
their exposure ages compared to basaltic eucrites. 
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Figure 2: Histogram of Cosmic-Ray Exposure Age ranges by number of meteorites in the range. 

The 36 Arcos concentration determined for each 
eucrite is divided by the eucrite production rate of 36 Ar 
reported by [2] to determine the cosmic ray exposure 
age. No corrections for sample shielding during 
irradiation are applied to these data. The space 
exposure ages of the cumulate and unbrecciated 
eucrites are plotted in Fig. 2 and are seen to vary over 
a wide range. The sample EET87520 gives the 
youngest age at 1.1 Myr and GRA98098 gives the 
oldest exposure age at 81.1 Myr. The majority of the 
samples fall between 9 and 36 Myr. The new space 
exposure ages calculated here are compared in Figure 
2 with exposure ages for brecciated basaltic eucrites 
and diogenites [2-9]. These ages were taken from the 
literature and are mostly based on the 81Kr and 21 Ne 
methods. Diogenites are intrusive igneous rocks from 
Vesta, while eucrites are extrusive. 

The cumulate and unbrecciated samples have an 
exposure age distribution very similar to that of 
brecciated basaltic eucrites. The peaks identified by 
Eugster and Michel are apparent in the histogram. 
Because diogenites initially formed at greater depths, 
they are not expected to have the same distribution 
within the crust as eucrites and therefore might not be 
ejected in the same impact events that ejected eucrites. 
The exposure age distribution of diogenites differs 
somewhat from that of eucrites, but all HED samples 
show a strong peak in age at ~20-25 Myr. While Fig. 
2 does not show separate groupings, the correlation 
with the brecciated eucrites offers compelling 

arguments that the cumulate and unbrecciated samples 
are indeed from the same parent body as the brecciated 
eucrites. An interesting observation is made when the 
cumulate and unbrecciated samples are looked at 
separately. The unbrecciated samples fall into the 
concentrations seen at ~20-25 and a less defined peak 
at ~ 11. The cumulates are also in the smaller 
concentration at ~ 11, but are absent from the peak at 
~20-25 which Eugster and Michel discuss. It is also 
interesting to note that three of the four youngest ages 
are cumulates. 

36 Ar/38 Ar Ratio: The 36 Ar/37 Ar and 36 Ar/38 Ar ratios 
remain constant over most of the extractions, even 
where different mineral phases of feldspar and 
pyroxene are being degassed (see Fig. 1). Higher 
values occur at low temperatures, which indicate 
absorbed terrestrial Ar. 

Since eucrites contain no trapped meteoritic Ar, the 
remaining 36 Ar is completely cosmogenic. However, 
separation of 38 Ar into cosmogenic and chlorine-
derived components requires an assumption of the 
cosmogenic 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio. To calculate the 
theoretical 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio for eucrites, the production 

rate for Argon in eucrites was calculated as a 
function of shielding and of chemical composition, 
considering the elements Ca, K, Ti, and Fe [10]. The 
theoretical model (Fig. 3) predicts a ratio of 0.68-0.72 
across a wide range of sample shielding depths [10]. 
We observe a much larger variation of0.50-0.72 in the 
36 Ar/38 Ar ratio (Fig. 3), even for those eucrites where 
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this ratio remains constant over most . of the 
temperature release. 1b.is variation in 36 Ar/38 Ar is 
puzzling. We can offer two explanations. Either the 
cosmogenic 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio in eucrites varies ·much 
more than theoretically predicted, or these eucrites 
released 38 Arc1 in constant proportion to 38 Arcos from 
various mineral phases being degassed. Neither of 
these explanations are without fault. 
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Figure 3:Comparison of36 Ar/38 Ar Ratios: "Chosen" is the 
36 Ar/38 Ar ratio used during calculations ( discussed later). 

"Plateau" is the average of assumed purely cosrnogenic 3'1Ar is. 
"Theoretical" represents the predicted values based on 

theoretical ca!culatio~. Note that the theoretical 36 Ar/38 Ar 
ratios are plotted against shielding, whereas our calculated 

eucrite data are not, but rather are given as a simple histogram. 

It is important to note that the discrepancies in the 
values of the 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio does not affect the 36 Arcos 
or 36 Ar production rate and therefore there is much less 
uncertainty in the exposure age values. 
Chlorine Abundances: Chlorine occurs in relatively 
low abundance in eucrites, compared to most other 
meteorite types [12]. Ambiguities in the true value of 
38 Arc, and cosmogenic 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio that readily 
affect the calculated concentration of chlorine. led to 
the use of two separate methods to calculate this 
component. 

Method#]: The 36Ar/38Arratio is assumed to have a 
theoretical value of 0.68. While this method is 
sufficient for the majority of the samples that return 
36Ar/38Ar ratios of less than 0.68 for each temperature 
extraction, this does not hold for those samples that 
have values higher. · This includes four samples, 
GRO95533, PCA82502, PCA91007,26 and 
EET87548, all of which have 36Ar/38Ar ratio values 
over 0.68, which make the calculations erroneous 
under this assumption. This method could not be used 
for the four samples mentioned. 

Method #2: The highest value for the 36Ar/38Ar 
plateau is assumed to be purely cosmogenic and any 

variation from this is caused by indigenous chlorine. 
1b.is asswnes that the 36 Ar/38 Ar ratio is constant over 
all temperatures · and mineral phases. The chlorine 
content for each sample was also calculated using this 
method. 

Figure 4 is a histogram of Cl concentrations (given 
in logarithmic scale) calculated using the two methods, 
where the samples are plotted in no particular order. 
The values calculated with the first method are lower 
due to the fact that the values used in the second 
method are less than 0.68 in the samples excluding the 
four cases discussed earlier. With a few exceptions, 
the Cl concentrations of eucrites are very low, <10 
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Figure 4: Graph of chlorine content 
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